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Abstract

Iron-based high temperature superconductors (HTS) were discovered in 2008;

many experimental and theoretical studies have been initiated since then. Driven by

several interesting experiments and based on a phenomenological two-orbital tight-

binding model, the Fe-based HTS systems under different types of effects were inves-

tigated theoretically. First, the system was studied under the effect of different types

of twin-boundaries. The magnetic, SC, and electron density properties of magnetic

domain walls induced by twin boundaries were studied in the electron-under-doped

region of BaFe2As2. The SC order can be either enhanced or suppressed near dif-

ferent types of twin boundaries. Second, the system was studied under the effect

of highly electron-doped charge carriers. The nearest-neighbor pairing additional to

the next-nearest-neighbor one was added in the Hamiltonian of highly electron-doped

AxFe2Se2 system. The d-wave pairing orders were obtained in such system. Third,

the system was studied under the effect of magnetic field and single Zn impurity. A

single strong non-magnetic Zn impurity was placed in the center of vortex core when

the system was under the effect of magnetic field. The system showed a combination

of both vortex and impurity properties. Lastly, the system was studied under the

effect of single and multiple Zn impurities. The impurity effect based on a single

orbital Zn model was studied. The calculated suppression of SC order with different

concentrations of Zn impurities agrees quantitatively with the experimental data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 2008, Kamihara and co-authors reported an Fe-based high temperature supercon-

ductor (HTS), LaO1−xFxFeAs, with Tc = 26K [1]. Very soon in that year another

Fe-based HTS with Tc = 55K, SmO1−xFxFeAs, was found by Z.-X. Zhao’s group [2].

These two discoveries, along with many others [3–5] of Fe-based superconductors,

offer an alternative avenue to explore the physics of a new family of HTS, and many

experimental studies have been initiated since then. For example, the superconduct-

ing (SC) and magnetic phase diagrams were obtained in both electron-doped [6–13]

and hole-doped [14] regions of FeAs-122 family; the magnetic domain wall structure

was observed along the twin boundaries on several Fe-based HTS [15, 16]; a robust

SC phase was reported in a highly electron-doped sample KxFe2Se2 [17–20], etc.

Although the experimental research on Fe-based HTS has been making significant

progress, correlated theoretical study is still trying to follow up. A lot of phenom-

ena observed in the experiments cannot be well explained under current theoretical
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models. The objective of my research is to narrow the gap between experimental

frontier and the following theoretical study on Fe-based HTS.

The Fe-based HTS system is highly complicated, and no theory has given a sat-

isfying explanation to it so far. Usually the birth of a successful theory is based

on the analysis of existing experimental measurements and the verification of pre-

dicted phenomena. My research was intended to add bricks in the construction of

such a theory. My work was driven by several interesting experiments, especially in

Fe-pnictides (compounds containing iron and pnictogen elements), which could not

be theoretically understood by existing models. Specific adjustments were added to

the previous model based on the particular physical properties in those experiments.

According to the modified model, some of the system’s physical quantities can be

calculated and compared with the experimental measurements, and some other quan-

tities which had not been measured can be regarded as predictions to be verified in

future experiments. I have successfully done this on the subject of twin-boundary

structures, robust SC phase in KxFe2Se2, impurity pinned at the center of vortex

core structure, and Zn impurity effects. These works will be further discussed in the

following chapters.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 1.1 some important experimental

results and first principle calculations on Fe-based HTS are introduced. In Sec. 1.2 I

will briefly exhibit several theoretical models. In Sec. 1.3 the development and major

achievements of a phenomenological two-orbital model are introduced. This model

would be a starting point for me to further investigate some specific experiments.

In Sec. 1.4 a self-consistent field method, the so called BdG equations, is discussed
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in detail. This method is essential to many superconducting studies. It is able to

diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix of HTS, and consequently obtain the system

physical quantities. In Sec. 1.5 the supercell technique is introduced. This technique

can help to improve the resolution of local density of states (LDOS), a quantity which

can be directly measured in scanning tunneling microscope (STM) experiments. In

Sec. 1.6 the numerical method in order to realize the BdG equations is discussed. In

Sec. 1.7 an overview of the following chapters is exhibited.

1.1 Iron-based superconductors

Different Fe-based HTS families are characterized by their crystal structures. Typ-

ically they are constructed by two different types of atom layers: one layer with

elements Fe and X (X=As, Se, Te, etc.), and the other layer with some other el-

ements. So far, there are five major types of Fe-based HTS: 11-FeSe, 111-LiFeAs,

122-SrFe2As2, 1111-LaFeAsO, and 32522-Sr3Sc2O5Fe2As2 [21]. All the FeX layers in

these five types of Fe-based HTS share the same structure; all the Fe atoms are on

the same plane, while the X atoms are tetrahedrally joined. However the X atoms

are not on the same plane with Fe; they are either above or below the Fe plane,

which is very different from the Cu-O-based HTS (cuprates) in which both Cu and

O atoms are located on the same plane. Take the crystal structure of BaFe2As2

compound as an example, shown in Fig. 1.1. All the Fe atoms (red dots) are located

on the same plane, but the As atoms (green dots) one either above or below the Fe

plane. The Ba atoms are in between two neighboring FeAs layers. This upper/lower
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Figure 1.1: Crystal structure of the compound BaFe2As2, from Ref. [22]

X atom position property plays an important role in affecting the orbital orientation

and pairing symmetries.

The FeAs-122 family has been studied a lot both experimentally and theoretically

in order to get a better understand of the electronic structure, magnetic structure,

and pairing symmetries of Fe-based HTS. By manipulating the chemical or structural

properties, the phase diagram of the Fe-based HTS systems can be produced. As

shown in Fig. 1.2, chemical doping (or substitution) of Co or K atom is applied to

drive an antiferromagnetic (AFM), non-superconducting parent compound BaFe2As2

to a superconducting (SC), non-AFM state. Substitution of different types of atoms
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Figure 1.2: The SC and magnetic phase diagram of different doping level in (left
panel) electron-doped BaFe2−xCoxAs2 from Ref. [33] and (right panel) hole-doped
Ba1−xKxFe2As2 from Ref. [22].

will lead to a difference in charge carrier properties in the system. The doped Co

atoms add electrons as charge carriers while substitution from Ba to K atoms in-

creases holes in the system. This phase diagram of 122-BaFe2As2 family as shown

in Fig. 1.2 is very similar to several other unconventional superconductors, for ex-

ample cuprates [23, 24]. In the under-doped regime, both the spin density wave

(SDW) and SC order coexist. When the material is further doped, the SDW is con-

tinuously suppressed until it fully disappears, and there is only SC order left in the

optimal- and over-doped regimes. This phase diagram property has been confirmed

in many experimental works [25–31]. However it differs from some of the other types

of Fe-based HTS families such as 11-FeSe systems [32], which reveals some intrinsic

distinctions between different Fe-based HTS families.

Two non-equivalent As atoms (located above and below the Fe plane) result

in the folding of the first Brillouin Zone (BZ) to include two Fe atoms per unit

cell. Based on that, the electronic band structure has been calculated using the
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local density approximation (LDA) method [34]. The calculation results show that

the electronic properties are mainly dominated by five Fe d-orbital states near the

Fermi energy, including two hole pockets around the BZ center (Γ point) (0, 0),

and two electron pockets around the BZ corner (M point) (±π,±π). Though the

mechanism of the SC in Fe-based HTS still remains an open subject, a great number

of theoretical models [35–37] believe that the complex geometry of the Fermi surface

(FS) including both hole and electron pockets in the BZ should be mainly responsible

for the SC in weakly and moderately doped systems. For example, in the Co doped

BaFe2−xCoxAs2 compound, the SC disappears at almost the same doping level as

where the hole pockets vanish in the FS in electron-doped samples [38–42]. This

relationship between the evolution of FS and SC orders corresponding to different

dopings could be a strong evidence to support the importance of the interaction

between electron and hole pockets. Further theoretical studies based on this will be

discussed in the following section.

1.2 Theoretical approaches

The most accurate way to study a solid system is to do calculations based on the first

principle theory. Technically the interactions between every possible combination of

two particles in the system should be considered in the calculation. Considering the

number of particles in a typical superconductor sample, to solve this many-body

problem is far beyond current calculation ability. In order to study the HTS more

practically, some approximations must be done. One widely used approximation is
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the tight-binding model. The electrons in this model should be tightly bound to the

atom to which they belong, and they should have limited interaction with states and

potentials on surrounding atoms of the solid. This model considers all the limited

interaction of the electrons as perturbations. This approximation will reduce the

calculation work tremendously.

Based on the tight-binding approximation, a number of phenomenological models

were proposed to study the Fe-based HTS. These models are mainly characterized

by the number of electron orbitals considered. A comprehensive idea is to include all

possible valence electron orbitals on the Fe-plane. For the FeAs-122 family, five Fe-

3d orbitals and three As-4p orbitals are taken into consideration, which makes it an

eight-orbital model [43]. If considering only the SC order contributed by Fe atoms

(five 3d orbitals), a five-orbital model will come up naturally [44]; however these

five Fe-3d orbitals are not equally contributing. Several three-orbital models which

include only three orbitals (dxy, dxz and dyz) were also proposed [45, 46]. Lastly if

the number of orbitals in the model is reduced to two (dxz and dyz), then we reach

the minimal two-orbital models [47–50]. These models were invented for different

reasons and were used for different calculations. A general principle here is that the

electronic properties, for example the band structure, can be more accurate with a

large number of orbitals, however the cost of this accuracy is the increasing amount

of numerical work. Limited by current calculation abilities, this means that these

models can only do calculations on a small lattice size in real space. However a lot

of experimental results cannot be modeled in a system with small lattice size, for
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Figure 1.3: The probability patterns for the five 3d-orbitals in an iron atom. Only
the dzx and dyz orbitals are considered in the two-orbital model.

example, the twin boundary structures, magnetic vortex core states, and multiple-

impurity effects. This requires us to extract the most important physics part in the

Fe-based HTS with a simplified calculation.

The probability patterns of the five Fe-3d orbitals are shown in Fig. 1.3. Accord-

ing to the partial density of state (PDOS) work from [51], the dxzand dyz orbitals are

very close to the FS and are highly degenerated in energy among five Fe-d orbitals.

Thus many important electronic and magnetic properties can be studied by only

including these two orbitals. Another LDA calculation in CaFe2As2 system [52] also

concluded that the most important orbitals to form SC phase in Fe-based HTS are

dxz and dyz orbitals. The SDW order can be generated with Hubbard interaction U

and Hund’s coupling JH . Therefore the two-orbital model which considers the Fe-3d
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Figure 1.4: Schematic lattice of Fe-As layers with each unit cell containing two Fe
(A and B) and two As (A and B) atoms, here the As atoms are located above and
below the Fe plane, from Ref. [53]. The green, pink and brown lines represent the
nearest-neighbor hopping, next-nearest-neighbor hopping across B-type As atoms
and next-nearest-neighbor hopping across A-type As atoms correspondingly.

dxz and dyz orbitals was used in my research work. The details of this model will be

discussed in the following section.

1.3 A two-orbital model

In 2009, D. Zhang proposed a two-orbital tight-binding model [53] in order to ex-

plain the new families of Fe-based HTS theoretically. In his model, the inequivalent

As atoms above and below the Fe plane are taken into consideration. As shown in

Fig. 1.4, the inequivalent As atoms create two sublattices A and B in the system.

The next-neareast-neighbor (NNN) Fe-Fe hoppings have different values when across
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different types of As atoms. Zhang’s model gave nice FS evolution at least in the

electron-doped side, and it was also successfully applied to calculate the phase dia-

gram and LDOS by T. Zhou and co-authors [54]. In that work, the on-site Hubbard

interaction U , the Hund’s coupling JH and the pairing interaction V were applied to

Zhang’s model, then the Hamiltonian of the model would be

H = H0 +HSC +Hint. (1.1)

The first term H0 is the hopping terms and chemical potential from Zhang’s model,

it can be explicitly expressed as

H0 = −
∑
iµjνσ

tiµjνc
†
iµσcjνσ − t0

∑
iµσ

c†iµσciµσ, (1.2)

where tiµjν is the hopping parameter between two electrons, one at position i with

the orbital µ and the other at position j with orbital ν, and c†iµσ is the creation

operator of an electron with spin σ at position i with orbital µ. t0 is the chemical

potential. As shown in Fig. 1.4, four types of hopping were included in the model: t1

is the nearest-neighbor (NN) intraorbital hopping, t2 is the NNN intraorbital hopping

across As atoms belonging to B sublattice, t3 is the NNN intraorbital hopping across

As atoms belonging to A sublattice, and t4 is the NNN interorbital hopping. The

second term HSC includes the pairing interaction energy,

HSC =
∑
iµjνσ

(∆iµjνc
†
iµσc

†
jνσ̄ +H.c.), (1.3)

where ∆iµjν is the pairing parameter between two electrons. Here σ̄ denotes the

opposite spin of σ. The third term includes both the Hubbard interaction U and the

Hund’s coupling JH ,

Hint = (U − 3JH)
∑

i,µ ̸=ν,σ

⟨niµσ⟩niνσ + (U − 2JH)
∑

i,µ ̸=ν,σ ̸=σ̄

⟨niµσ̄⟩niνσ
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Figure 1.5: (a) Two-dimensional real space map of SDW order, red and blue represent
the positive and negative orders, (b) temperature dependence of SC and SDW order
with the doping density δ = 0.09, (c) magnitude of SC and magnetic order as a
function of the doping at zero temperature and (d) the calculated phase diagram of
SDW and SC critical temperatures at different electron-doped levels, from Ref. [54].

+U
∑

i,µ,σ ̸=σ̄

⟨niµσ̄⟩niµσ, (1.4)

where niµσ is the electron number operator c†iµσciµσ, and ⟨niµσ⟩ is the expectation

value of niµσ. This effective model can describe well the electron-doped phase dia-

gram for BaFe2As2 family as shown in Fig. 1.5. However this model has limitations

to be applied in the hole-doped region, therefore Y. Tai made some improvements to

it which worked well in both electron-doped and hole-doped regions.

Y. Tai made several improvements to the model in 2013 [55]. In Y. Tai’s model,

the inequivalent As atom property was kept, and an additional 90-degree rotation

between the dxz and dyz intra-orbital hopping was also applied in the NNN hopping

terms as shown in Fig. 1.6. Besides the orbital rotation, two more hopping terms
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Figure 1.6: (a) Three-dimensional schematic picture of the spatial orientations of Fe
dxz and dyz orbitals, the inter-site hopping terms are related to the spatial overlap
between each orbital. (b) Illustration of the hopping terms in Fe dxz (upper) and dyz
(lower) orbitals, lines connected between two atoms represent the inter-site hoppings,
from Ref. [55].

were added in this model, t5 is the NN interorbital hopping and t6 is the 3rd-nearest

neighbor intraorbital hopping. Y. Tai’s model gave very good phase diagram results

in both electron-doped and hole-doped sides as shown in Fig. 1.7. This model

has also made its success in the calculation of FS evolutions [56] and multiple Zn

impurities [57] in FeAs-122 family HTS.

1.4 Self-consistent field method

In the previous section, a phenomenological two-orbital model [55] proposed by Y.

Tai was introduced. In order to calculate the physical quantities we are interested

in, such as the SC order parameter, charge carrier density order, and LDOS on

12



Figure 1.7: The SDW order (mi) and SC order (∆s) at different doping levels in
both electron-doped and hole-doped regions at zero temperature, from Ref. [55].

particular lattice site, the Hamiltonian needs to be diagonalized. This diagonalization

process is equivalent to a change of bases from the current electron-operator base

to a new quasi-particle-operator base, and the Hamiltonian in our model ‘happens’

to be a diagonal matrix in the new base. This process can be systematically done

according to a self-consistent field method, so called the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG)

equations. This method was first proposed in P. de Gennes’s book [58], and has

become one of the most fundamental frameworks in the theory of superconductivity.

I will go through the detail of the BdG equations in this section.

The Hamiltonian from the above phenomenological models can be written as

H0 = −
∑
iµjνσ

(tiµjνc
†
iµσcjνσ) +

∑
iµσ

(miµσ − t0)c
†
iµσciµσ +

∑
iµjνσ

(∆iµjνc
†
iµσc

†
jνσ̄ +H.c.)

=
∑
iµjνσ

(Hiµjνσc
†
iµσcjνσ) +

∑
iµjνσ

(∆iµjνc
†
iµσc

†
jνσ̄ +H.c.), (1.5)

where

Hiµjνσ = −tiµjν + (miµσ − t0)δijδµν .

In the above expression, the Hamiltonian is in electron-operator base, because all

13



the creation and annihilation operators c†iµσ and ciµσ are operating on electrons.

Typically, the Hamiltonian is not diagonalized in this base. Assume the Hamiltonian

can be diagonalized in a new quasi-particle base γ†nσ and γnσ, the relationship between

the new base and the current one is shown below as

ciµσ =
N∑

n=1

[
uniµσγnσ − σvn∗iµσγ

†
nσ̄

]
, (1.6)

c†iµσ =
N∑

n=1

[
un∗iµσγ

†
nσ − σvniµσγnσ̄

]
, (1.7)

where N is the total number of all possible combinations of operators c†iµσ and cjνσ.

One of the main tasks of the BdG equations is to obtain the coefficients in the above

equations. The γnσ and γ†nσ are new quasi-particle operators that still satisfy the

anticommutation relations

{
γnσ, γ

†
mσ′

}
= δn,mδσ,σ′ , (1.8)

{γnσ, γmσ′} =
{
γ†nσ, γ

†
mσ′

}
= 0. (1.9)

Such anticommutation relation indicates that the new quasi-particles behave like

fermions. According to our assumption, the new base should diagonalize the Hamil-

tonian, therefore after the transformations Eq. 1.6 and 1.7 our Hamiltonian can be

written in the form

H =
∑
n

(
En↑γ

†
n↑γn↑ + En↓γ

†
n↓γn↓

)
, (1.10)

where En↑ and En↓ are the diagonal elements of Hamiltonian in the new base. In

order to be convenient for the following discussion, we name them eigen-energies

of excitations n. To obtain the eigen-energies is another main task in the BdG
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equations. We can also write this condition by using the anticommutation relation

between ciµσ and Eq. 1.10,

[ciµσ, H] =
∑
n

(
En↑u

n
iµ↑γn↑ + En↓v

n∗
iµ↑γ

†
n↓

)
, (1.11)[

c†iµσ̄, H
]

=
∑
n

(
En↑v

n
iµ↓γn↑ − En↓u

n∗
iµ↓γ

†
n↓

)
. (1.12)

They can be more compactly written as [ciµσ, H][
c†iµσ̄, H

]
 =

∑
n

 En↑u
n
iµ↑ −En↓

(
−vn∗iµ↑

)
En↑v

n
iµ↓ −En↓u

n∗
iµ↓


 γn↑

γ†n↓

 . (1.13)

The same commutation relation can also be obtained from Eq. 1.5,

[ciµσ, H] =
∑
j

(
Hiµjνσcjνσ +∆iµjνc

†
jνσ̄

)
, (1.14)

[
c†iµσ̄, H

]
=

∑
j

(
−Hjνiµσ̄c

†
jνσ̄ +∆∗

iµjνcjνσ
)
. (1.15)

By using the conjugate condition

H∗
iµjνσ = Hjνiµσ,

and the relationship shown in Eq. 1.6 and 1.7, we can have [ciµσ, H][
c†iµσ̄, H

]
 =

∑
j

 Hiµjν↑ ∆iµjν

∆∗
iµjν −H∗

jνiµ↓


 cjν↑

c†jν↓



=
∑
j,n

 Hiµjν↑ ∆iµjν

∆∗
iµjν −H∗

jνiµ↓


 unjν↑ −vn∗jν↑

vnjν↓ un∗jν↓


 γn↑

γ†n↓

 . (1.16)
Comparing the coefficients of γnσ and γ†nσ of Eq. 1.13 and 1.16, we can obtain the

BdG equations:

N∑
j

 Hiµjν↑ ∆iµjν

∆∗
iµjν −H∗

jνiµ↓


 unjν↑

vnjν↓

 = En↑

 unjν↑

vnjν↓

 , (1.17)
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N∑
j

 Hiµjν↑ ∆iµjν

∆∗
iµjν −H∗

jνiµ↓


 −vn∗jν↑

un∗jν↓

 = −En↓

 −vn∗jν↑

un∗jν↓

 . (1.18)

The BdG equations above are two eigen-system problems, these two equation groups

can be further written in a more compact form. We can combine these two groups

of equations into one by defining En = En↑ when 1 ≤ n ≤ N , and En = −E(n−N)↓,

unjν↑ = −vn−N∗
jν↑ , vnjν↓ = un−N∗

jν↓ when N + 1 ≤ n ≤ 2N . By these definitions, the BdG

equations can be reduced to have only one group of equations:

2N∑
j

 Hiµjν↑ ∆iµjν

∆∗
iµjν −H∗

jνiµ↓


 unjν↑

vnjν↓

 = En

 unjν↑

vnjν↓

 . (1.19)

Eq. 1.19 is the form of BdG equations that is widely used in research works, and is

also used in the following chapters. By solving for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in

the BdG equations, the quasiparticle energies En and the transformation coefficients

defined in Eq. 1.6 and 1.7 unjν↑ and vnjν↓ can be obtained.

Now we have found the new base in which the Hamiltonian is a diagonal matrix.

The relation between the new base and original electron-operator base is expressed

in Eq. 1.6 and 1.7. By using the solved parameters, some physical quantities of

the system can be obtained. First we can calculate the local electron density in the

system. The electron density for spin up can be expressed as

⟨niµ↑⟩ =
⟨
c†iµ↑ciµ↑

⟩
=

N∑
n

∣∣∣uniµ↑∣∣∣2 ⟨γ†n↑γn↑⟩+ N∑
n

∣∣∣vniµ↑∣∣∣2 ⟨γn↓γ†n↓⟩

=
N∑
n

∣∣∣uniµ↑∣∣∣2 f(En) +
2N∑

n=N+1

∣∣∣uniµ↑∣∣∣2 f(En)

=
2N∑
n

∣∣∣uniµ↑∣∣∣2 f(En), (1.20)
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here f(En) is the Fermi function. Similarly we can get the electron density for spin

down

⟨niµ↓⟩ =
⟨
c†iµ↓ciµ↓

⟩
=

N∑
n

∣∣∣vniµ↓∣∣∣2 ⟨γn↑γ†n↑⟩+ N∑
n

∣∣∣uniµ↓∣∣∣2 ⟨γ†n↓γn↓⟩

=
N∑
n

∣∣∣vniµ↓∣∣∣2 [1− f(En)] +
2N∑

n=N+1

∣∣∣vniµ↓∣∣∣2 [1− f(En)]

=
2N∑
n

∣∣∣vniµ↓∣∣∣2 [1− f(En)] . (1.21)

The electron density is an essential order parameter to indicate the magnetization

order and SDW order.

The pairing order parameter can show the amount of electrons which can form

Cooper pairs, and is a very good indicator of superconductivity. The pairing order

parameter can be defined and obtained from

∆iµjν =
V

2
⟨ciµ↑cjν↓ − ciµ↓cjν↑⟩

=
V

2

N∑
n

uniµ↑v
n∗
jν↓

⟨
γn↑γ

†
n↑

⟩
− vn∗iµ↑u

n
jν↓

⟨
γ†n↓γn↓

⟩
−unjν↓vn∗iµ↓

⟨
γn↓γ

†
n↓

⟩
+ vn∗jν↓u

n
iµ↑

⟨
γ†n↑γn↑

⟩
=

V

2

N∑
n

−vn∗iµ↑unjν↓ [f(En↓ + f(−En↓))]

+
N∑
n

uniµ↑v
n∗
jν↓ [f(−En↑) + f(En↑)]

=
V

2

2N∑
n

[
uniµ↑v

n∗
jν↓f(−En)− vn∗iµ↓u

n
jν↑f(En)

]

=
V

4

2N∑
n

(
uniµ↑v

n∗
jν↓ + vn∗iµ↓u

n
jν↑

)
[1− 2f(En)]

=
V

4

2N∑
n

(
uniµ↑v

n∗
jν↓ + vn∗iµ↓u

n
jν↑

)
tanh

(
βEn

2

)
. (1.22)
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Typically the s±-wave symmetry pairing order is induced by a NNN pairing, which

means that the V in Eq. 1.22 has a non-zero value only when i and j are next-nearest

neighbors. However if d-wave symmetry appears, then NN pairings should also be

taken into consideration in some systems, for example the highly electron-doped

KFe2Se2 sample which will be further discussed in chapter 3. In such cases the V in

Eq. 1.22 has a non-zero value not only when i and j are next-nearest neighbors but

also when they are nearest neighbors.

In order to solve the eigensystem problem from the BdG equations as shown in

1.19, the electron density ⟨niµ↑⟩, ⟨niµ↓⟩ and pairing order parameter ∆iµjν shounld

be set up before obtaining the eigen values En and eigen vectors unjν↑, v
n
iµ↓. However

according to equations 1.20, 1.21, and 1.22, the calculated results should satisfy those

self-consistent conditions; otherwise they are not solutions for the actual system. In

order to obtain the self-consistent solution, initially the electron density and pairing

order parameter are given some initial values. By solving the eigen system problem

a new set of conditions are calculated and served as new initial values, this iteration

is continued until the self-consistent condition is satisfied. More numerical details

about solving BdG equations will be discussed in Sec. 1.6.

1.5 Supercell and local density of states

Magnetic, SC, and charge density order parameters reflect the system’s local elec-

tronic properties. However, these parameters are very hard to be measured directly

in an experiment. LDOS is also very helpful to understand the behavior of a system’s
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local electronic properties, and can be directly measured in a STM experiment. So it

is very important for us to calculate the LDOS based on our model in order to com-

pare the theoretical calculation results directly with the experimental measurements.

The resolution of LDOS spectra depends on the size of lattice in the calculation. A

supercell technique was developed by J. Zhu [59] to improve the resolution in the

LDOS calculation.

The BdG equations (Eq. 1.19) in the previous section are solved within the lattice

size Nx × Ny. By using the periodic boundary condition, this Nx × Ny lattice can

be treated as a unit cell (or can be called a supercell) in a larger system which has

Mx ×My such supercells. According to Bloch’s theorem, the wave functions in a

Bloch’s state will have the property

ψnk(ri) = eik·runk(ri), (1.23)

where unk(ri) is a function which remains unchanged among different supercells. k

is the Bloch wave vector, and can be expressed as kxx̂+ kyŷ where

kx =
2πmx

MxNx

mx = 0, 1, · · · ,Mx − 1 (1.24)

ky =
2πmy

MyNy

my = 0, 1, · · · ,My − 1. (1.25)

Then the BdG equations Eq. 1.19 can be rewritten as

2N∑
j

 Hiµjν↑e
ik·r ∆iµjνe

ik·r

∆∗
iµjνe

−ik·r −H∗
jνiµ↓e

−ik·r


 unjν↑

vnjν↓

 = En

 unjν↑

vnjν↓

 , (1.26)

here r = ri − rj is the distance vector from lattice site i to j. By solving the BdG

equations with different Bloch wave vectors k in every supercell, the solution for a

system totally sized MxNx ×MyNy will be obtained.
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According to a thermal Green’s function calculation [60], the LDOS from BdG

equations can be obtained from

ρi(ω) =
1

MxMy

2N∑
nµ

∑
k

[
∣∣∣unkiµ↑∣∣∣2 δ(Enk − ω) +

∣∣∣vnkiµ↓∣∣∣2 δ(Enk + ω)], (1.27)

here k is the Bloch wave vector, the summation over k needs to sum over every

possible value of k, which means Mx ×My supercells. The LDOS is averaged over

Mx × My supercells, which gives the result in only one supercell sized Nx × Ny.

The resoluation of LDOS depends on the total number of eigenstates in the system.

Bringing the supercells in the system greatly increase the number of eigenstates,

therefore it helps to improve the resolution in the calculation of LDOS. However the

cost is the considerable computing time to solve the BdG equations in each supercell,

the final resolution of LDOS is still limited by computing abilities.

1.6 Numerical realization of BdG equations

In this section, several issues about the numerical realization of BdG equations in the

program are discussed. There are four major parts in the program: the initialization

part, the diagonalization part, the self-consistent part, and the output part. In the

initialization part, the elements in the Hamiltonian matrix of Eq. 1.19 are set up.

At first a 1-D array A is declared. With lattice size Nx × Ny, the size of the array

would be (Nx ×Ny × 2)2. This size can be used to estimate the memory cost of the

program. This array is used to store the Hamiltonian matrix. The matrix element at

i-th row and j-th column can be stored at the [i×(Nx×Ny×2)+j]-th position of the

array. Such a 1-D array storage structure is required by the matrix diagonalization
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package which will be discussed in the next paragraph. One big problem in this part

is that a set of initial values of pairing orders and electron density orders should be

given before they can be calculated. By principle there is no restrictions on the initial

values as long as they are non-zero. However several numerical tricks can be played

here to speed up the program. Apparently the program will converge faster if the

initial condition is relatively close to the final one. Therefore it is very important to

set up an initial condition that is not far away from the final result. For example, if

the FeAs-122 family parent compound is studied, since there is strong magnetization

and no SC orders in the system, then the initial SC orders should be set a small

value and magnetization should have a large one. Another way to set up the initial

values is to use an output of another calculated system. This is very useful when the

new system is very close to the old one. For example it can be used in the impurity

calculation from the system without impurity to the system with single impurity,

and the phase diagram calculation from one doping level to another neighboring one.

The diagonalization part of the program solves the eigen system problem in Eq.

1.19, and the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are obtained. A lot of effort has been

made in this part since it is the most time-consuming part in the whole program. If

the calculation is done on a CPU, the cheev() function included in the Linear Algebra

Package (LAPACK) developed by Intel is called to diagonalize the matrix. The data

structure and input/output formations can be found in the comment part of the

function. This function can be accelerated on a GPU machine, it is because unlike

CPU, the GPU can run program in parallel. A numerical package named MAGMA

based on CUDA language is used to make the program work on GPU. According to
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my experience, the GPU program can run 10 times faster than the CPU one when

diagonalizing the same matrix.

Now that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions in Eq. 1.19 have been obtained, the

next step is the self-consistent part. The pairing order and electron density order are

calculated according to Eq. 1.20, 1.21, and 1.22. The newly calculated orders are

compared with those calculated in the previous step. If the new orders are the same

as the previous ones, then the system has converged; or else the new orders will be

used as initial values in the new loop. Practically setting up the initial values totally

from the newly calculated orders may result in an oscillation between two bouncing

states, and the program will never converge then. A better way to do it is that

the initial values are set by an average of new and old orders. Another numerical

trick in this part is to adjust the chemical potential. We know that the electron

filling is decided by the value of chemical potential. In order to reach the target

electron doping level, the chemical potential has to be adjusted. In order to control

the fluctuations in the program, the chemical potential is changed every four loops

in the form tnew = told− (N−N0)×0.2, here told and tnew are the chemical potentials

before and after the adjustment, N is the calculated average electron density and

N0 is the target electron doping level, the coefficient 0.2 can be altered according to

different situations in the program.

After the program converges, magnetic order, SC order and electron density order

parameters can be calculated and output to the files. Here comes the output part.

The output data formation can be chosen case by case, depending on the graphic

method afterward. Only non-zero elements of ∆ matrix are necessary to output to
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file. Since the program may take as long as a couple of weeks time, it is highly

recommended to output temporary files after several loops. Then one does not have

to run everything from the very beginning if the program is shut down accidently.

1.7 Overview of chapters

In this section I would like to briefly introduce the following chapters. The magnetic

domain wall structure observed near twin-boundary structure in several Fe-based

HTS was reported. Interestingly the SC order will be enhanced along some of the

twin boundaries. Therefore in chapter 2, the magnetic, SC, and electron density

properties of magnetic domain walls induced by twin boundaries are studied in the

electron-under-doped region of BaFe2As2. Four different types of twin boundaries are

investigated. The pairing symmetry type plays an essential role in understanding the

SC order, and the discovery of robust SC phase in doped AxFe2Se2 system provides

us a possible way to study the SC and pairing symmetry in highly electron-doped

regime of FeAs-122 family HTS. In chapter 3, the NN pairing additional to the NNN

one is added in the Hamiltonian. The phase diagram is calculated based on the new

model and predictions of LDOS near a single impurity are made. Vortex core states

can be formed in Fe-based HTS under the effect of external magnetic field. Such

a state is able to provide information of magnetic and electronic properties of the

system. So in chapter 4, a single strong non-magnetic Zn impurity is placed in the

center of vortex core when the system is under the effect of magnetic field. The

LDOS spectra is calculated in order to be compared to the impurity away from the
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vortex core. Inspired by the recent Zn impurity experiments, the impurity effect

based on a single orbital Zn model is studied in chapter 5. The LDOS spectra near

single impurity and the evolution of multiple impurity effect are discussed. The

calculated suppression of SC order with different concentrations of Zn impurities

agrees quantitatively with the experimental data.
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Chapter 2

Magnetic domain walls induced by

twin boundaries in low-doped

Fe-pnictides

2.1 Introduction

Most of the work in this chapter was shown in a published paper 1. Recently, twin

boundaries (TBs) oriented 45◦ from the x(a)-axis were observed in the normal state

of Ca(Fe1−xCoxAs)2 by STM experiments [15]. Across these TBs, the a-axis of the

crystal rotates by 90◦, and the modulation direction of AF order that exists is rotated

by 90◦ as well. That is, 90◦ magnetic domain walls (DWs) are formed at the TBs.

Also, in the SC state of under-doped Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2 with x < 0.07, it has been

1B. Li, J. Li, K. E. Bassler, and C. S. Ting, New J. Phys., 15:103018, 2013
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found that the diamagnetic susceptibility is increased and that the superfluid density

is enhanced on the same type of TB in superconducting-quantum-interference-device

miscroscopy (SQIDM) experiments [16]. Consistent with these experiments, a theo-

retical study [61] found that 90◦ DWs can be formed at low doping levels and that SC

is enhanced on them. However, the DWs considered in that study were formed in the

absence of TBs, and were induced instead by a strong effective Coulomb interaction

between charge carriers, while in the experiments [15, 16] the DWs were pinned at

TBs.

In this chapter, in order to better understand the effects that TBs have on the spa-

tial profiles of magnetic and superconducting order, I investigate the magnetic, SC,

and charge density orders near two different types of TBs using the BdG equations

for very under-doped Ca(or Ba)(FeAs)2 compounds. The lattices on the opposite

sides of the type-1 TB have a 90◦ orientation difference, and the As atoms across the

type-2 TB are asymmetrically placed. I predict that the enhancement or suppression

of SC, the location of DWs and the electron-density distributions are largely depen-

dent on the nature of TBs. The relationship between magnetism, SC and the charge

order is always one of the most important problems in the research of unconven-

tional superconductors. Our work provides the first study on different kinds of twin

boundaries, which involves all the three aspects mentioned above. More importantly,

it shows where and how the superconductivity can be enhanced/suppressed in the

presence of TBs.
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2.2 Hamiltonian and methodology

In this chapter D. Zhang’s model discussed in Sec. 1.3 is used to do the calculation.

As mentioned in Sec. 1.3, this model works well in the electron-doped region. Since

all the calculations here are in electron-under-doped region, the model is valid here.

Consider the Hamiltonian H = H0 +HSC +Hint that describes the energy of charge

carriers. H0 is the hopping terms and chemical potential, HSC is the pairing interac-

tion energy of the electrons, and Hint is the mean-field magnetic interaction energy.

The specific forms of these three terms can be found in Eq. 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4. The

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the total Hamiltonian H can be obtained by self-

consistently solving the BdG equations shown in Eq. 1.19. The chemical potential

t0 is determined by the electron filling per site n (n = 2 + x), and for the values

of the hopping terms, tiµjν are assumed to be t(1−4) = (1, 0.4,−2, 0.04) according to

[53, 54]. Only the electron pairings of the same orbital between the NNN Fe sites

are considered. For example, I choose Viµjν = 1.4 for µ = ν and |i− j| =
√
2, and

zero for all other cases. As mentioned in Sec. 1.4, this choice of the pairing potential

gives rise to the SC order with s±-wave symmetry [62, 63].

The numerical steps to solve the system in this chapter are basically the same

as discussed in Sec. 1.6. The only difference is that the hopping terms here are

not uniform. The hopping terms along x- and y-directions in different domains have

different values. One needs to be very careful to set these values especially near

the TBs and lattice boundaries. Since the periodic boundary condition is used, it

is very important to make the TBs continuous at the lattice boundaries. Otherwise
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Figure 2.1: (a) The orientations of magnetic moments of Fe ions on a 28× 28 lattice
at zero temperature and doping x = 0.04. (b) The phase diagram as a function of
electron doping (x).

the boundary effects will make the system too complicated to be studied.

2.3 Phase diagram

The phase diagram of the electron-doped Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2 compounds as a function

of temperature T and doping x has been qualitatively mapped out with U = 3.4,

JH = 1.3, and the NNN pairing interaction V = 1.2 [54]. The distribution of the

2×1 collinear AF order and the SC order are spatially uniform. In reality, the lattice

in the Fe-plane of these compounds is almost square, having slightly different lattice

constants a and b (a > b) along x- and y-directions [64]. In the present work, nearest-

neighbor hoping terms are chosen to be ta = 1.0 and tb = 1.2. I also slightly increase

the magnitudes of our interaction parameters (U = 3.8, JH = 1.3, and V = 1.4)

in order to generate more pronounced inhomogeniety of the order parameters near

the TBs. With the new set of the interaction parameters, I recalculate the magnetic
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configuration at x = 0.4 on a 28 × 28 lattice and the phase diagram as a function

of the electron doping which are respectively shown in Fig. 2.1(a) and (b). Fig.

2.1(a) exhibits the 2×1 collinear AF order, where the spins of the Fe ions on the red

lines are pointing upward, and the spins on the blue lines are pointing downward.

Since the magnetic order is originated in itinerant interacting electrons, the magnetic

configuration in Fig. 2.1(a) is also refered as the SDW order. The spins of the Fe

ions are always aligned ferromagnetically along a (or x)-direction. The obtained

phase diagram indicates that the SC order is completely suppressed by the SDW

near x = 0. The SDW and SC are coexisting with each other between x ∼ 0.02 and

x ∼ 0.15. For x > 0.15 while the SDW order disappears, the SC still prevails. All

these features in our phase diagram are in qualitative agreements with both surface-

and bulk-sensitive experiments [33, 65–68].

2.4 Magnetic domain-wall structures and twin bound-

aries

In the absence of the TBs, the SDW order discussed above is unstable against the

formation of the 90◦ magnetic DWs oriented 45◦ from the x-axis as the strength of

U is increased to U = 4.8 for small x at T = 0 [61]. In the presence of TBs, the

magnetic DWs could be formed at much weaker U as demonstrated in the present

work. There are two types of TBs. The first one is that the orientations of the

lattices across the TB differ by a 90◦ rotation. The second one is that the As atoms

are asymmetrically placed across the TB as compared with a perfect crystal lattice.
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For each type of the TBs, there are two configurations: one is oriented along 90◦

from x-axis and the other is oriented along 45◦ from the x-axis. In the following, the

spatial profiles of magnetic, SC and charge density order near four different TBs at

T = 0 are investigated. Throughout this work, I set x = 0.04, U = 3.8, JH = 1.3

and V = 1.4. Note that DWs do not form spontaneously in the absence of TBs at

these parameter values, and all the order parameters have uniform solutions.

2.4.1 A. Type-1 twin boundary oriented 45◦ from the x-axis

TBs can be formed by exchanging the lattice constants a and b on the opposite side

of the TB. Fig. 2.2(a) shows the structure of a single such TB oriented at 45◦ with

respect to the x-axis. Since the magnitude of a is lightly larger that that of b, this TB

can be realized by assuming slightly different NN hoping terms ta = 1.0 and tb = 1.2

across the TB. To analyze the effect of this TB, I considered a 28×28 lattice divided

into 4 different domains separated by three parallel TBs (see Fig. 2.2(a)) along the

lines y = x + 14, y = x and y = x − 14, in order to satisfy the periodic boundary

conditions. As shown in Fig. 2.2(b) and Fig. 2.3(a), there are three 90◦ DWs formed

and pinned on the TBs. The patterns of these quantities are very similar to those

found in [61] without the TBs (see Fig. 2(a)-(c) in [61]). However, in this case,

the DW forms with a smaller value of the Coulomb interaction U , indicating that

the existence of this type of TB is beneficial to the formation of the 90◦ DWs. The

solutions presented in Fig. 2.3 are always stable against the uniform 2× 1 collinear

AF order [54].
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Figure 2.2: (a) The lattice structure near a diagonal TB (red dashed line), the open
circles represent the positions of Fe atoms, a (blue solid line) and b (black solid line)
are the lattice constants along x and y directions in domain A. (b) Three TBs in the
28× 28 lattice, the black arrow indicates the position of the lattice structure shown
in (a) in the whole lattice.

Similar to the results without TBs [61], the SC as well as the charge density get

significantly enhanced on the DWs, which occur at the TBs, and suppressed in the

middle of the magnetic domains (see Fig. 2.3(b) and (c)). All of these are in good

agreement with experiments [15, 16]. It is important to note that the lattices on

both sides of this TB should be well matched at the TB, and each of the unit cells

along the TB is only slightly deformed from the square shape. Thus, I do not expect

that scattering of the electrons from the lattice mismatch across the TB would be

strong.

2.4.2 B. Type-1 twin boundary oriented 90◦ from the x-axis

A TB formed by exchanging the a and b lattice constants across it can also be oriented

parallel to the x- or y-axis (as shown in Fig. 2.4(a)). The periodic boundary condition
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Figure 2.3: Spatial profiles of (a) the magnetic order, (b) the superconducting order,
and (c) the charge density order are presented for type-1 TB oriented 45◦ from the
x-axis.

of this case is achieved by dividing the system into 3 different domains separated by

two TBs (see Fig. 2.4(a)) along the lines x = 7 and x = 20, as shown in Fig. 2.4(b).

Here the magnetic DWs are pinned at the TBs (see Fig. 2.5(a)) on which existing

a weak local ferromagnetic order which a periodic modulation. The SC also has a

similar periodic modulation and is enhanced on the DWs, but suppressed in the

middle of the magnetic domains (see Fig. 2.5(b)). A charge density wave appears

near the DWs (see Fig. 2.5(c)), while the electron density gets suppressed in the

middle of the magnetic domains. It is important to point out that in this case, the

lattices on the opposite sides of a TB are not well matched. Therefore, there may

be considerable scattering of the electrons due to the lattice mismatches near these

TBs. If this effect is included, I expect that the SC would get suppressed, instead

of being enhanced when the mismatch becomes strong across the DWs or the TBs.

This issue will be discussed in Section 2.5.
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Figure 2.4: (a) The lattice structure near a TB parallel to the y-direction (red dashed
line), the open circles represent the positions of Fe atoms, a (blue solid line) and b
(black solid line) are the lattice constants along x and y directions in domain A. (b)
Two TBs in the 28× 28 lattice, the black arrow indicates the position of the lattice
structure shown in (a) in the whole lattice.

2.4.3 C. Type-2 twin boundary oriented 90◦ from the x-axis

Another possible TB can be generated by slipping the lattice on the right side of

the TB by a lattice constant along the y-direction with respect to the lattice on the

left of the TB. There are two different types of As atoms in our model. I label them

as As(up) and As(down) atoms which are asymmetrically place above and below

the Fe plane. This type of TBs can be clearly seen from Fig. 2.6(a), in which the

TB is represented by the red-dashed line. The crystal lattice for the FeAs layer has

D2d symmetry; namely the 4 NN As atoms of a ‘down’-As atom should be all ‘up’.

The hopping terms between the NNN Fe ions via the hybridization of the 4p orbital

with the As atom in the middle should have different values depending on whether

the As atom is above (t2) or below (t3) the Fe plane [53, 69]. The D2d symmetry

is broken by the presence of the TB. I considered a 28 × 28 lattice with periodic
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Figure 2.5: Spatial profiles of (a) the magnetic order, (b) the superconducting order,
and (c) the charge density order are presented for type-1 TB oriented 90◦ from the
x-axis.

boundary conditions divided into three domains by two TBs located at x = 7 and

x = 20 (see Fig. 2.6(b)). Fig. 2.7(a) shows the magnetic order is enhanced near the

TBs. The magnetic DWs are defined to be where the magnetic order is suppressed,

that is, near the middle between two TBs. Then, clearly, the DWs are not located

at the TBs. On the opposite sides of a DW, there is no change in the magnetic

phase, thus I could label the DWs as the 0-phase DWs. Fig. 2.7(b) shows that the

SC is enhanced along the DWs, and that it is suppressed near the TBs. Fig. 2.7(c)

shows that the electron density is depleted near the TBs and becomes lightly hole

doped. Apparently, the depleted electron density leads to strong magnetic order that

suppresses the SC order. On the DWs, the electron density appears to be close to

optimal-doping, thus SC gets enhanced and the magnetic order is suppressed. I shall

also point out in Sec. 2.6 that the magnetic and SC structures near a TB oriented

0◦ from the x-axis are very different from the present case, and antiphase DWs are

predicted.
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Figure 2.6: (a) The lattice structure near a twin boundary (red-dashed line) parallel
to the y-direction formed by misplacing As atoms. The open circles represent the
positions of Fe atoms, and the red and blue dots respectively denote the As(up) and
As(down) atoms. (b) Two TBs in the 28× 28 lattice, the black arrow indicates the
position of the lattice structure shown in (a) in the whole lattice.

2.4.4 D. Type-2 twin boundary oriented 45◦ from the x-axis

A TB due to missing one line of the lattice which contains both Fe and As(down)

atoms oriented along 45◦ from the x-axis is shown in Fig. 2.8(a). In fact this ”TB”

could also be regarded a line of missing Fe-As atoms. The D2d symmetry of the

lattice is also broken by the presence of this TB. Note that the geometry of this TB

is fundamentally different from the one showed in Fig. 2.6(a) since the TB does not

pass through any of the Fe or As atoms. To study this case, I considered a 30× 30

lattice and three identical TBs oriented 45◦ from the x-axis (see Fig. 2.8(b)), in order

to satisfy the periodic boundary condition. The TBs are located along y = x − 15,

y = x, and y = x+ 15.

Different from the case in Fig. 2.7(a), the magnetic order shown in Fig. 2.9(a) is

suppressed along the TBs where DWs are located. The magnetic domain between the
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Figure 2.7: Spatial profiles of (a) the magnetic order, (b) the superconducting order,
and (c) the charge density order are presented for type-2 TB oriented 90◦ from the
x-axis.

TBs still has the usual 2×1 collinear AF structure, except the magnetic moments are

strongly and periodically modulated along the x-axis, which may be due to finite size

effects of the TB and the small distance between two NN TBs. It also appears that

the local 2× 1 collinear AF structure could be represented by a stripe-like
√
2×

√
2

AF structure oriented 45◦ from the x-axis. Furthermore, the SC is enhanced in these

regions (see Fig. 2.9(b)). From Fig. 2.9(c), I can find that on the TBs or DWs the

carrier density is corresponding to that in the overly hole-doped case (x ≈ −0.3),

which explains why the magnetic and SC orders are suppressed on both sides of the

TB. Interestingly, stripe-like charge density waves oriented 45◦ from the x-axis occur

on both sides of each TB.

2.5 Twin boundary with lattice mismatch

In the previous section I assumed the lattices are well matched at the TBs. In the

case that the lattice on both sides of the TB are not well matched, such as the case
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Figure 2.8: (a) The lattice structure near a twin boundary (red dashed line) with
misplacing the As atoms along diagonal (or 45◦) direction. The open circles represent
the positions of Fe atoms, and the red and blue dots respectively denote the As(up)
and As(down) atoms. (b) Three TBs in the 30×30 lattice, the black arrow indicates
the position of the lattice structure shown in (a) in the whole lattice.

B in Section 2.4.2, the electrons could subject to strong disordered scattering along

the TBs. To take this effect into consideration, I add an impurity-like potential of

random strength to each of the Fe ions along the TBs. The Hamiltonian of this

part is Hscat =
∑

sµσ Vsc
†
sµσcsµσ, where Vs is the impurity potential at the s-th Fe site

along the TBs.

Fig. 2.10 shows the magnetic order, SC order, and charge density for a random

scattering potential Vs = w along the TBs. The strengths of w are chosen to be

randomly distributed within the ranges (−0.5, 0.5), (−1.0, 1.0), and (−2.0, 2.0) re-

spectively for Fig. 2.10(a), (b), (c), Fig. 2.10(d), (e), (f), and Fig. 2.10(g), (h), (i).

The results are averaged over 100 configurations. In Fig. 2.10(a), (b), and (c) with

weak scattering potential w = (−0.5, 0.5), the periodic modulations in the magnetic,

SC and the charge density orders which appearing in Fig. 2.5 are now smoothed by
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Figure 2.9: Spatial profiles of (a) the magnetic order, (b) the superconducting order,
and (c) the charge density order are presented for type-2 TB oriented 45◦ from the
x-axis.

the weak disorder. The magnetic order is somewhat suppressed along the TBs by the

disorder, thus the SC gets enhanced near the DW regions. If the random potential

is increased to w=(−1.0, 1.0), the results are shown in Fig. 2.10(d), (e), and (f).

The SC order (see Fig. 2.10(e)) is now becoming weakened as compared to that in

Fig. 2.10(b). When the random potential gets strong, such as w = (−2.0, 2.0), the

magnetic, SC, and charge density orders are exhibited in Fig. 2.10(g), (h), and (i).

In this case the SC is suppressed on the magnetic DWs. Similar results could also

be obtained in cases A, C, and D if the strength of mismatch across the TBs varying

from weak to strong. So far the observation of type-1 TB oriented 90◦ from the

x-axis (as shown in case B) has not been reported in the literatures, but an unpub-

lished work of Pan detected such a rugged-shaped kind of TB by STM experiments

in CaFe2As2, and indicates that the SC order is greatly suppressed there. This is

consistent with the our theoretical study in the present section.

In a very recent STM experiment for FeSe [70], similar type-1 TBs oriented 45◦

from the x-axis were detected, but the SC is suppressed on the TBs. This can be
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explained either by the fact that the electron structure of FeSe is different from that

of Ba(Ca)(FeAs)2, or there exist strong disordered scatterings along the TBs.

2.6 Comparing with NMR experiments

Recently there were indirect measurements of the magnetic structures in a very

under-doped or undoped Ca(FeAs)2 sample by the NMR experiments [71]. The

authors not only observed the magnetic DW along the 45◦-oriented type-1 TB as

demonstrated in Fig. 2.2(a) and 2.3(a), but also detected the antiphase magnetic

DWs as indicated by the green-dashed and the black-dotted lines as shown in Fig.

2.11. The SC is found to be enhanced on these DWs. It is still unclear what type of

TBs or defect lines are able to generate such antiphase DWs. Here I wish to point

out that a similar antiphase DW like the black-dotted line in Fig. 2.11 could be

generated by a type-2 TB (see Fig. 2.6), but oriented along x-axis. The results for

the magnetic, SC, and charge density orders are shown in Fig. 2.12(a), (b) and (c)

respectively. The magnetic DWs are pinned at the TBs (see Fig. 2.12(a)) with a

spin-density wave of a period 4a existing along the DW. It is straightforward to see

that the phases of the magnetic order above and below the DWs (or the TBs) in

Fig. 2.12(a) differ from those in Fig. 2.7(a) by 180◦. Since the charge density (see

Fig. 2.12(c)) along the DWs corresponds to that of lightly hole-doped case, the SC

is suppressed (see Fig. 2.12(b)). Although Fig. 2.12(a) gives rise to antiphase DWs,

the SC is suppressed on them. This is not completely in agreement with experiments

[71].
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Since the formation of DWs may not need TBs, they could be induced by magnetic

interactions [61]. It is useful to note that in the work of [61], only the magnetic DW

in Fig. 2.3(a) appears to be stable at very low doping and there exist no other types

of DWs. In order to understand the experimental observations, I try to numerically

simulate the magnetic DWs by choosing a stronger U . What I found is that the

magnetic structure shown in Fig. 2.3(a) without the TBs [61] is always stable,

even when the onsite Coulomb interaction U is increased to a reasonable magnitude.

As U is increased from 3.8 to 5.5, similar DWs to that indicated by the green-

dashed line in Fig. 2.11 could also be generated (see Fig. 2.13(a)), in addition to

the DWs in Fig. 2.3(a). The magnetic DW is defined where the magnetic order

parameter is suppressed the most. On the opposite sides of the DWs, the magnetic

moments of the Fe atoms point to opposite directions. This should correspond to

the antiphase DWs predicted in [72]. However, the magnetic configuration in Fig.

2.13(a) appears to have slightly higher energy than that in Fig. 2.3(a), and thus it

should be regarded as a meta-stable or local stable. This type of DWs may become

detectable in experiments under proper local condition of the sample. In Fig. 2.13(b),

the spatial distribution of the SC order parameter is presented, and it is shown that

the SC order is suppressed at the middle of the magnetic domains where the charge

density corresponding to that of slightly hole-doped case (see Fig. 2.13(c)), but

enhanced near the boundary between the magnetic domain or the edges of the DW

where the charge density corresponding to the optimal electron-doped case. On

the DWs, the charge density is in the over-doped region where the magnetic order

is completely suppressed. Here, it needs to be pointed out that the width of our
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numerically obtained DWs as shown in Fig. 2.12(a)and 2.13(a) span several lattice

constants. While in the experiments [71] (or see Fig. 2.11), the width of the DW

covers only one lattice constant. This should not be the physical picture, because

it would cost large exchange energy at the DW, as one line of spins is being flipped

among the two adjacent spin lines close to the DW. I also spent a lot of effort trying to

numerically simulate the magnetic DW indicated by the black-dotted line as shown

in Fig. 2.11 using only U but no TBs. This task so far has not been successful, and it

implies that the cost of energy in creating such a DW is high, because one has to flip

the spins of the Fe atoms on the right-hand side of the DW in order to make the NN

spins across the DW ferromagnetically oriented. Since the NMR experiments [71]

have indirectly detected all the three magnetic DWs discussed above, which could

indicate that their sample may not be homogeneous, so that it could accommodate

all these DWs of different characteristics in different parts of the sample. It is also

interesting to note that the antiphase DWs so far have not been confirmed by other

more direct measurements.

In summary for this section, although the results obtained from the present work

seem able to qualitatively reproduce the the antiphase DWs or boundaries as ob-

served by experiments, the positions of the enhanced SC are not at the DWs; instead

they are near the edges of the DWs. I either have to find the proper TBs or the

defect lines for generating exactly the kind of antiphase DWs with the SC pinned at

the DWs as observed by the NMR experiments, or the experimental measurements

have to be reinterpreted.
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2.7 Conclusions

Based on the BdG equations and the mean-field approach, I studied the effects

of TBs on the complex interplay between the magnetism and superconductivity in

slightly electron-doped Ba(Ca)(FeAs)2 compounds, particularly, to examine whether

the SC order would be enhanced at the TBs. There are three points that need to

be emphasized here. First, the formation and the location of the DWs strongly

depend on the nature of TBs. For the four kinds of TBs studied in Section 4, the

DWs in cases A, B, and D are found to be pinned at the TBs, while in case C the

DWs are separated from the TBs. Intuitively, the electrons are subject to additional

potentials induced by the TBs. For cases A and B, these potentials are negative,

and thus the electron density is slightly enhanced on the TBs. This causes a higher

electron-doping level and the SC get enhanced near the TBs than on other sites.

The magnetic order near the TBs in this case becomes weakened. Additionally, the

90◦ lattice rotation across the TB splits the degeneracy between different orientated

2 × 1 AF states. Therefore 90◦ orientated AF states are favored on different sides

of the TBs, and the DWs are naturally pinned at the TBs. For cases C and D, the

additional potentials for the electrons appear to be positive, and thus the electron

density is decreased to such a value that the effective doping level corresponds to

that of hole-doping along the TBs. For case C, the charge density along the TB is

slightly hole-doped while the magnetic order is still quite strong. As a result, the

SC near the TB becomes quite suppressed. As a result, the DW is located between

two neighboring TBs and the SC gets much enhanced there. For case D, the charge

density near the TB corresponds to the over hole-doped case. The strengths of the
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magnetic order and the SC are greatly reduced there. Thus the DW is pinned near

the TB. This naturally explains why the magnetic order is enhanced along the TBs

in case C and becomes rather weak in case D. Moreover, the reflection symmetry

with respect to the TBs is preserved in case C and broken in case D. This makes it

more difficult to form a symmetric magnetic order near the TBs in case D than in

case C.

Second, the formation of the DWs implies that the magnetism is inhomogeneous.

This inhomogeneity is accompanied by the non-uniform distribution of the SC and

the charge density orders. In cases of A, B, and C, the SC is enhanced in the regions

near the DWs where the magnetic order is suppressed. The reason for this is that the

electron densities are enhanced to the optimal doped level around the DWs. However

in case D, on the DWs where the magnetic order is suppressed, the carrier density is

close to the over(hole)-doping level, and this is also unfavorable to SC. As a result,

SC coexists with the magnetism in the middle of magnetic domains. In summary,

the SC along the TBs gets enhanced in cases A and B, while it is much suppressed

in cases C and D. The predictions for cases C and D could be tested by measuring

the superfluid density on the TBs using SQIDM [16].

Finally, I point out that our results on the type-1 TB oriented 45◦ from the x-axis

(see Fig. 2.3) are in good agreement with experiments [15, 16]. The two types of

antiphase DWs or boundaries as detected indirectly by NMR experiments [71] could

also somewhat be generated respectively by a type-1 TB oriented along x-axis and

a larger onsite Coulomb interaction U . The SC is found to be enhanced near the

edges of the DWs, but not at the DWs as observed in the experiments. There are
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two possibilities for this: one is that the calculated TBs are not the proper structure

to form the antiphase DWs; the other is that the experimental measurements have

to be reinterpreted.
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Figure 2.10: The spatial profiles of magnetic order, superconducting order and charge
density for different mismatch scattering potential Vs = w, where w is randomly
chosen from the range (-0.5, 0.5) ((a), (b), and (c)), range (-1.0, 1.0) ((d), (e), and
(f)) and range (-2.0, 2.0) ((g), (h), and (i)).
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Figure 2.11: Two types of magnetic domain walls observed in [71]. The green-dashed
line representing the antiphase DW while the black-dotted line representing the DW
across which the nearest neighboring spins of the Fe atoms are ferromagnetically
oriented. The arrow here indicating the direction of the spin or the magnetic moment
of an Fe atom.

Figure 2.12: Spatial profiles of (a) the magnetic order, (b) the superconducting order,
and (c) the charge density order are presented for a type-2 TB oriented along x-axis.
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Figure 2.13: Spatial profiles of (a) the magnetic order, (b) the superconducting order,
and (c) the charge density order in a 20× 40 lattice.
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Chapter 3

Transition of pairing symmetry

from s±-wave to d-wave in highly

electron-doped AxFe2Se2

3.1 Introduction

Recently, a new series of iron-based superconductors, AxFe2Se2 (A=K, Cs), has been

discovered with relatively high transition temperature of about 31 K [17–20]. These

superconductors are the most heavily electron-doped among the iron-based super-

conductors, therefore it provides an opportunity to study the electronic structures

and pairing mechanisms in iron-based superconductors in the highly electron-doped

end. Band structure calculations [73–77] show that there are only electron pockets
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existing near the M point of the Brillouin zone (BZ). Recent angle-resolved pho-

toemission spectroscopy (ARPES) experiments [38–42] also showed the presence of

electron pockets around the M point and the absence or near absence of a hole pocket

around the Γ point. The AxFe2Se2 can be considered similar to Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2

with regard to the electron-pocket structure, however, the relatively strong super-

conductivity along with the absence of hole pocket would be a huge challenge for

the s±-wave pairing models of SC. Therefore a substituted pairing mechanism other

than the interaction between electron and hole pockets in AxFe2Se2 arises naturally

at this place. Besides the strong SC phase in highly electron-doped end, it should

also be capable of explaining the absence of the SC phase in the same doping level

of the Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2.

In this chapter, I will show that a d-wave symmetry pairing mechanism will

switch on a robust SC phase in highly electron-doped region of the AxFe2Se2 as the

hole Fermi pockets are completely filled with doped electrons. I consider a real-space

model with both NN and NNN pairings. This contrasts with a previous model [78, 79]

that only includes NNN pairings into consideration for Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2. According

to the new pairing mechanism, the calculated phase diagram is qualitatively consis-

tent with the experimental resutls [17–20]. There is a pairing symmetry type tran-

sition from s±-wave to d-wave at about x = 0.8. Such symmetry transition has not

been studied in any previous works. Our result also shows that the interplay between

NN and NNN pairings leads to a competition between s±-wave and d-wave states,

while each state dominates in different doping levels. This competitive relationship

has been observed in the recent Raman spectra experiment [80]. The evolution of
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FS based on our model clearly demonstrates the process of the disappearance of the

hole pockets in highly electron-doped region. The s±-pairing symmetry is shown

to persist from under- to over-doped regions, while the d-wave SC order emerges

in AxFe2Se2 at the same doping level where the hole pockets are completely occu-

pied by doped electrons. As in the Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2 scenario, the d-wave pairing

is completely suppressed by weak impurity scatterings due to Co impurities in the

highly doped samples. All these results are consistent with experiments [81–84],

and previous s±-wave pairing models [78, 85]. In order to test our prediction, the

LDOS spectra near a strong impurity to distinguish s±-wave and d-wave scenarios

are calculated for highly doped AxFe2Se2 superconductors. Our results demonstrate

that there exist in-gap states for d-wave SC around the impurity while these states

are absent for s± (or simply s)-wave SC. Hopefully the existence of d-wave pairing

symmetry will be tested by future STM experiments.

3.2 Hamiltonian and methodology

In this chapter, Y. Tai’s model, discussed in Sec. 1.3, is used to do the calculations

of FS, LDOS, magnetic, and SC order parameters. The model has been successfully

used to theoretically describe the magnetic, SC, and band structure properties of

FeAs-122 family superconductors [79, 85, 86]. Based on the fact that AxFe2Se2 shares

the similar crystal and band structures with FeAs-122 family, it is reasonable that I

apply our two-orbital model which is built for FeAs-122 family to do the calculation

for AxFe2Se2 compounds after an additional NN pairing is considered.
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Consider the Hamiltonian H = H0 + HSC + Hint that describes the energy of

charge carriers. H0 is the hopping terms and chemical potential, HSC is the pairing

interaction energy of the electrons, and Hint is the mean-field magnetic interaction

energy. The specific forms of these three terms can be found in Eq. 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4.

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the total Hamiltonian H can be obtained by

self-consistently solving the BdG equations shown in Eq. 1.19. Since an additional

NN pairing is included in this chapter, the pairing order parameter ∆iµjν is a little

different with the one in Eq. 1.22

∆iµjν = ∆NN
iµjν +∆NNN

iµjν . (3.1)

Here the NN and NNN components are calculated from the following equations

∆NN
iµjν =

VNN
4

∑
n

(uniµ↑v
n∗
jν↓ + unjν↑v

n∗
iµ↓) tanh

En

2kBT
, (3.2)

∆NNN
iµjν =

VNNN
4

∑
n

(uniµ↑v
n∗
jν↓ + unjν↑v

n∗
iµ↓) tanh

En

2kBT
. (3.3)

Throughout this work, the hopping terms are set as t(1−6) = (0.09, 0.08, 1.35,−0.12,

− 1, 0.25) and the onsite Coulomb interaction and Hunds coupling parameters are

U = 3.2, JH = 0.6 [79], while the chemical potential t0 is determined by the elec-

tron filling per site n. VNN is the intraorbital pairing interaction between NN sites,

and VNNN is the intraorbital pairing interaction between NNN sites. All ener-

gies are measured in unit of |t1|. In the following calculations, the SDW order

parameter is defined as mi = (−1)ix 1
4

∑
µ(⟨niµ↑⟩ − ⟨niµ↓⟩), and the pairing order pa-

rameters of NN d-wave, NN s-wave, NNN d-wave and NNN s±-wave are defined

as ∆d = 1
8N

∣∣∣∑ijµν ϵxϵy∆iµjν

∣∣∣, ∆s = 1
8N

∑
ijµν ∆iµjν , ∆′

d = 1
8N

∣∣∣∑ij′µν ϵxϵy∆iµj′ν

∣∣∣,
∆′

s± = 1
8N

∑
ij′µν ∆iµj′ν correspondingly, where j = i ± x̂(ŷ) which indicates the NN
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sites of site i, j′ = i±x̂±ŷ which indicates the NNN sites of site i, ϵx(y) = (j(′)−i)·x̂(ŷ)

and N is the number of Fe lattice sites. The LDOS proportional to the differential

tunneling conductance as measured by STM experiment can be calculated according

to Eq. 1.27, where the delta function δ(x) is taken as Γ/π(x2 +Γ2), with Γ = 0.002.

All the numerical calculations are performed on 28×28 lattice with periodical bound-

ary conditions. A 64× 64 supercell is taken to calculate the LDOS.

Based on the steps listed in Sec. 1.6, the system can be numerically solved.

It should be noticed that the pairing orders are non zero for both NN sites and

NNN sites. The SC order parameters from different types of pairing symmetries are

calculated separately based on the definitions listed in the previous paragraph.

3.3 Phase diagram and Fermi surface with nearest

neighbor pairings

In two previous works [78, 85], it has been shown that the s±-wave superconductivity

in the phase diagram for Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2 is due to the NNN intraorbital pairing

interaction. The approach in these works [78, 85] gives a unified description of the

entire phase diagram covering both the electron- and hole-doped regimes, and the

k-sapce s±-wave SC order parameter ∆s±(k) = 2∆′
s± [cos(kx) + cos(ky)] vanishes in

highly doped regime (n ≥ 2.4) where the hole pocket on the FS at the Γ point is

shrinking to zero. On the other hand, it is known that the SC has been observed

in recently discovered AxFe2Se2 at higher doping level than n = 2.4 [17–20] with an
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unsettled pairing symmetry. A new pairing interaction in addition to that of our

previous work should be taken into consideration.

In order to seek a unified theme for the pairing symmetry in the electron doped

AxFe2Se2 and other FeAs-122 compounds, it is natural to include the NN intraorbital

pairing interaction in our study. The phase diagram thus obtained is shown in

Fig. 3.1. The coexistence of SC order parameters from different pairing symmetry

are labeled in the figure, together with 2 × 1 collinear SDW order. In order to

study how the new NN pairings affect the SC phase in different doping levels, in

the calculation the NNN pairing is set to be constant VNNN = 1.05, but the NN

pairing is changing from VNN = 1.1 to 1.3. When VNN = 1.1 as shown in Fig. 3.1(a),

from n = 2.0 to n = 2.4, the pairing symmetry is dominantly s±-wave-like, while in

the doping region 2.4 < n < 2.5, the SC has a d-wave-like symmetry originating in

the NN pairing interaction. When the NN pairing is increased to 1.2 as shown in

Fig. 3.1(b), the d-wave-dominant region expands to 2.38 < n < 2.5, meanwhile the

d-wave SC order is also enhanced in the highly electron-doped region (2.4 < n < 2.5).

The SC and AFM orders remain unchanged in all the other doping levels. When

the NN pairing is further increased to 1.3 as shown in Fig. 3.1(c), the d-wave SC

order is again enhanced in the highly electron-doped region, there is no expansion

for d-wave-dominant region, and all the other doping levels remain the same as the

previous two diagrams. If the NN pairing is larger than 1.3, the d-wave pairing order

will emerge even at under- and optimal-doped regions, and the s±-wave order will

no longer dominate in those doping levels.
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Figure 3.1: SC and AFM phase diagram at T = 0K for electron-doped AxFe2Se2
and from under- to over-doped Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2 by a single model with NN pairing
VNN to be (a) 1.1, (b)1.2 and (c)1.3. Black squares, red circles, blue, and pink
triangles represent the collinear SDW order parameter, pairing order parameter of
NN s-wave, NN d-wave and NNN s±-wave correspondingly. The NNN d-wave order is
not shown since it is zero in all doping levels. The NNN pairing is set to be constant
VNNN = 1.05.
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Figure 3.2: Fermi surface at doping level n = (a) 2.4 and (b) 2.46 in the first Brillouin
zone of a two-Fe unit cell. Blue (solid) lines represent the Fermi surface, and the
red (dashed) lines represent the nodal lines of d-wave SC order parameter which are
not crossing the Fermi surface. The plus and minus sign indicates the sign of pairing
order parameter in each region. The NN and NNN pairing are set to be VNN = 1.1
and VNNN = 1.05.

In addition to the pairing order parameter, the FS structure may also be re-

sponsible for the systems pairing symmetry. The zero-temperature FS is defined by

zero-energy contours of the quasiparticles, which can be drawn by using the Fourier

transformation of the minimal hopping Hamiltonian. In highly electron-doped sam-

ples, the SDW order is completely suppressed and thus I show the corresponding

FSs in the BZ of two-Fe atoms per unit cell. In the following calculation I choose

VNN = 1.1 and VNNN = 1.05, the same parameter as shown in the phase diagram

Fig. 3.1(a). Fig. 3.2(a) shows the FS at n = 2.4, where the s±-wave SC is suppressed

to zero and the hole pocket on the FS shrinks to a point at the center of the BZ

by doped electrons. Our calculation shows there is no hole-pocket structure for all
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doping levels higher than n = 2.42, which is consistent with the ARPES experi-

mental observations [38–42]. Fig. 3.2(b) shows the FS at n = 2.46, where k-space

d-wave pairing order parameter ∆d(k) = 2∆d sin(kx) sin(ky) is maximized. The red-

dashed lines here denote the nodes (or zeros) of ∆d(k) and they do not cross the

FS. In other words, ∆d(k) is positive on the FS near (π, π) and (−π,−π), and neg-

ative near (−π, π) and (π,−π). The sign change over neighboring electron pockets

demonstrates that the SC phase from n = 2.4 to 2.5 shown in Fig. 3.1(a) is of d-wave

symmetry without nodes. Our FS calculation result is in good agreement with a

random phase approximation (RPA) calculation [87]. It should be noticed that the

symmetry type transition from s±-wave to d-wave occurs at the same doping level

where the hole pocket disappears on the FS, which reveals the intrinsic correlation

between FS structure and system’s pairing symmetry.

3.4 Phase diagram with weak impurity effect

In contrast to the robust SC phase, particularly at highly electron-doped AxFe2Se2

compounds, I have to address the outstanding question as to why the SC has not

been observed in Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2 for n > 2.4 where the SC has a d-wave symmetry

according to the calculation in a previous part of this dissertation. In this type of

compound, Fe atoms in the Fe-As layer are replaced by doped Co atoms. It is com-

monly believed that the difference between a Co atom and the replaced Fe atom is no

more than just a doped electron. However due to slightly different electronegativity

of both atoms, or different interaction energy with electrons, it is more accurate to
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consider the Co atoms as impurities in the Fe-plane. In this part, I treat Co atoms

in the Fe-plane as a weak and random scattering-centers, which should suppress the

SC of d-wave symmetry in the highly electron-doped end. On the contrary, the Fe-

planes in AxFe2Se2 are quite clean, and the doped inpurities are off the Fe-planes.

The scattering potentials due to A-atoms are rather weak for conduction electrons

and the the SC with d-wave symmetry could hardly suppressed. To consider the

scattering effect of the Co impurities in Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2, the Hamiltonian due to

the impurity part can be written as Himp =
∑

iµσ Vic
†
iµσciµσ, where Vi is the impurity

intensity at the i-th Co site in the lattice, the summation is over all randomly dis-

tributed impurity atoms. In this work, the impurity of potential of Co is known to

be weaker than those of Ni and Cu [88], and I set it to be Vi = −1.

Our numerical result for the phase diagram of Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2 is shown in

Fig. 3.3 as a function of electron density, which is also propotional to concentration

of Co impurities. I choose the NN and NNN pairing to be VNN = 1.1 and VNNN =

1.05, the same parameter as shown in the phase diagram Fig. 3.1(a). Each point

of the phase diagram in Fig. 3.3 is numerically averaged over 10 different randomly

distributed impurity configurations on a 28 × 28 lattice. Since the error bar of

each point is smaller than the point itself, they are not shown on the graph. As

seen, in the under-doped and optimal-doped region (n = 2.0 ∼ 2.34), the SC order

is partial suppressed under the influence of impurity effects as compared with the

results without impurities as shown in Fig. 3.1(a), although the SC with s±-symmetry

still exists in these regions. But the SC is completely suppressed in the over-doped

region (n > 2.34). And this is the reason why the SC with d-wave symmetry never
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Figure 3.3: SC and AFM phase diagram at T = 0 K of Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2 after the
weak impurity effect is considered in addition to the doping effect. Black squares, red
circles, blue and pink triangles represent the collinear SDW order parameter, pairing
order parameter of NN s-wave, NN d-wave and NNN s±-wave correspondingly. The
impurity intensity is set to be Vi = −1, the NN and NNN pairing are set to be
VNN = 1.1 and VNNN = 1.05.
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Figure 3.4: LDOS spectra for n = 2.46 near single strong nonmagnetic impurity for
(a) d-wave pairing symmetry state and (b) s±-wave pairing symmetry state. Green,
red, and blue (solid) lines are results of LDOS at impurity site, NN site and NNN
site respectively. Black (dashed) lines are bulk results without impurity effect. The
impurity intensity is set to be V = −100 in both cases, the NN and NNN pairing
are set to be VNN = 1.1 and VNNN = 1.05.

shows up in the Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2 compound.

3.5 Single impurity in s-wave and d-wave pairing

symmetry

In order to examine how the SC with d-wave pairing symmetry predicted for highly

electron-doped AxFe2Se2 could be tested by future experiments, I calculate the LDOS

spectra near a single strong nonmagnetic impurity for SC respectively with d-wave

and s±-wave symmetry. For d-pairing symmetry, the SC order parameter has sign

changes on neighboring electron Fermi pockets (see Fig. 3.2). I thus expect that
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near the impurity, a quasiparticle could be scattered from a FS with positive SC

order parameter to the FS with negative order parameter. This mechanism leads to

the formation of Andreev bound states which can manifest themselves as the in-gap

peaks in LDOS spectra near the impurity. For SC with s±(or s)-pairing symmetry,

the SC order parameter has no sign change across the electron Fermi pockets, and

there should be no in-gap states or peaks in the LDOS. Calculated results for the

LDOS near a strong impurity with V = −100 are shown in Fig. 3.4, the NN and

NNN pairings are set to be VNN = 1.1 and VNNN = 1.05. Fig. 3.4(a) and (b) are

for SC respectively with the d-wave and s±-wave pairing symmetry. It is expected

to see from Fig. 3.4(a) that there are two in-gap resonance peaks at the NN site.

On the NNN site, the peak at negative energy disappears, only one positive-energy

peak remains. At the impurity site the LDOS is suppressed to zero by the strong

impurity. For SC with s±-pairing symmetry, there is no in-gap resonance peaks

formed at neither NN nor NNN site. Although the above results are obtained for a

strong impurity, but the predictions should remain the same if the impurity potential

becomes positive and its magnitude decrease to moderate strength. Similar signature

property has also been proposed in a theoretical work [89]. Hopefully the signature

of the d-wave pairing symmetry will be measured by future STM experiments.

3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, by including both of the NN and the NNN intraorbital pairing

interactions, I showed that the pairing symmetry of the SC changes from s±-wave to
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d-wave like in highly electron-doped AxFe2Se2. The transition occurs when the hole

pockets near the Γ point in the FS are just completely filled up by doped electrons.

The absence of SC phase with d-wave symmetry in highly doped Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2

can be attributed to the presence of the weak scattering effect due to the randomly

distributed Co impurities in this compound. In order to test the existence of the

d-wave SC in highly electron-doped AxFe2Se2, I suggest to look for the signature of

the in-gap states by STM experiments.
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Chapter 4

Strong impurity in the vortex core

of hole-doped Fe-pnictide

4.1 Introduction

Most high temperature superconductors, including Fe-pnictide, are of type II, which

means that magnetic fields can penetrate into the SC state in the form of a vortex

core structure, and that the SC order is destroyed at the center of the vortex cores.

Investigating the vortex states in Fe-pnictides can provide useful information on the

interplay between the SDW and SC, as well as the pairing symmetry. Recent STM

experiments [90–92] reported fruitful results about the vortex structure and vortex

core states in Fe-pnictides. For example, the results of hole-doped Ba2−xKxFe2As2

revealed that a single conductance peak appears at a negative-biased voltage at the

vortex center [93, 94]. In contrast, this negative-biased peak has not been observed
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in electron-doped Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 [90].

Several experimental and theoretical results suggested that Fe-pnictides have an

s±-wave pairing symmetry, the so called extended s-wave pairing with opposite signs

of the order parameters between the hole pockets and the electron pockets. In gen-

eral, the effect of non-magnetic impurities is promising in addressing the pairing

symmetry [95–98]. Moreover, impurities have also been used to account for the ab-

sence of the bound states in the vortex core for the electron-doped Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2

[99]. The interplay between the impurity and vortex is of great interest and has been

studied in cuprates. However, this topic has not been studied in hole-doped Fe-

pnictides.

Therefore in this chapter, I will investigate the key role of the strong impurity

at the vortex core as a pinning center. Prior to the impurity effect, the vortex core

state without impurities is calculated in both optimal-doped and under-doped cases.

Resonance peak splitting is observed in the optimal-doped case while superlattice

modulation emerges in the under-doped case. Then the impurity effect inside and

far away the vortex core is investigated. Impurities with both positive and negative

scattering potentials are considered. Due to the competitive relationship between

AFM order and the resonance peak near Fermi energy induced by vortex core state,

the peak will emerge at under-doped case when AFM order is suppressed by strong

impurity effect. The results are robust under either positive or negative impurity

scattering potential. Consequently, the impurity resonance peak may be used to

identify the nature of vortex core state of hole-doped Fe-pnictide superconductors.
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4.2 Model and Landau gauge

In this chapter, Y. Tai’s model discussed in Sec. 1.3 is used to do the calculations.

This model has been proved to work well in both electron- and hole-doped regimes

for FeAs-122 family, therefore it is reasonable for me to use it here. The effective

mean-field Hamiltonian can be written as H = H0 +HSC +Hint. HSC is the pairing

interaction energy of the electrons, and Hint is the mean-field magnetic interaction

energy. The specific forms of these two terms can be found in Eq. 1.3 and 1.4. H0

is is the hopping terms and chemical potential, the hopping terms are different with

the ones shown in Eq. 1.2 under the effect of magnetic field

H0 = −
∑
iµjνσ

(tiµjνe
iφijc†iµσcjνσ +H.c.)− t0

∑
iµσ

c†iµσciµσ. (4.1)

The phase factor eiφij in the hopping terms comes from the the presence of a magnetic

field B perpendicular to the plane, where

φij =
π

Φ0

∫ rj

ri
A(r) · dr (4.2)

is the Peierl’s phase factor. The superconducting flux quantum

Φ0 =
hc

2e
= 2.07× 10−15Tm2, (4.3)

here is a constant. Within the Landau gauge, the vector potential can be written as

A(r) = (−By, 0, 0), (4.4)

where y is the y-component of the position vector r. Under the Landau gauge, two

superconducting vortices form one magnetic unit cell. Each vortex carries a total

flux of Φ0 and is located at the center of a square area containing N×N lattice sites,
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where N is a positive integer. Therefore the minimum lattice size to calculate one

complete magnetic unit cell would be 2N × N . Once the lattice size N is chosen,

then the magnetic field on the lattice can be decided by

B =
Φ0

NxNy

, (4.5)

where Nx = 2N and Ny = N . Then the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the

total Hamiltonian H can be obtained by self-consistently solving the BdG equations

shown in Eq. 1.19. The s±-wave SC order parameter at position i is defined as ∆i =

1
4
[∆i,i+x̂+ŷ +∆i,i−x̂−ŷ +∆i,i+x̂−ŷ +∆i,i−x̂+ŷ] e

iφij , the collinear SDW order parameter

is defined as mi = (−1)ix 1
4

∑
µ(⟨niµ↑⟩ − ⟨niµ↓⟩).

Throughout this work, the hopping terms are set as t(1−6) = (−1, 0.08, 1.35,−0.12,

0.09, 0.25) as shown in [55], and the onsite Coulomb interaction, Hunds coupling pa-

rameter, and SC-pairing strength are U = 3.5, JH = 0.4, and Viµjν = 1.3, while the

chemical potential t0 is determined by the electron filling per site n. All energies

are measured in unit of |t1|. The LDOS proportional to the differential tunneling

conductance as measured by STM experiment can be calculated according to Eq.

1.27, where the delta function δ(x) is taken as Γ/π(x2 + Γ2), with Γ = 0.005. All

the numerical calculations are performed on 48×24 lattice with periodical boundary

conditions. A 24× 24 supercell is taken to calculate the LDOS.

The numerical steps discussed in Sec. 1.6 can be used here to solve the system.

One major difference for the Hamiltonian in this chapter with the previous ones is

that there is an extra phase change caused by magnetic field in the hopping terms.

The phase factor can be decided by Eq. 4.6, 4.8, and 4.9. These factors should be
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set up very carefully. One easy way to test the correctness of these phase factors is

to calculate the phase change after a loop around one lattice square. Specifically,

by setting all the hopping constants t(1−6) to be 1, multiply the H matrix elements

around one lattice square Hiµ(i+x̂)µσ ×H(i+x̂)µ(i+x̂+ŷ)µσ ×H(i+x̂+ŷ)µ(i+ŷ)µσ ×H(i+ŷ)µiµσ

and check if this value stays constant with different lattice site i. If this value is not a

constant over all lattice squares, then there is something wrong in the phase factors.

4.3 Vortex core state without impurity

Before studying the impurity effect, a homogeneous system in a magnetic field is

calculated. The results at doping level n = 1.80 are shown in Fig. 4.1. In this region,

a collinear AFM-SDW is slightly induced. The AFM-SDW reaches its maximum at

the vortex center and decays at the scale of ξ to zero into the superconducting region.

The superconductivity is vanished at the vortex center and starts to increase at the

scale of the coherence length ξ to its bulk value. On the other hand, the charge

density is strongly enhanced at the vortex center. Fig. 4.1(d) shows the LDOS at

different positions from the vortex center along the x-axis. At the vortex center,

the Andreev bound states corresponding to a negative-energy in-gap peak located

at ω = −0.03. When moves away from the center, not only the height of the peak

decreases, but also it gradually splits into two. The width of the two-peak increases as

moving further away from the vortex center. Finally, the LDOS evolves continuously

into its bulk features. It should be noticed that besides the peak which splits into

two, there is another peak located in the positive side of the Fermi energy. This peak
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Figure 4.1: Spatial variation of (a) magnetic order parameter Mi, (b) SC order
parameter ∆i and (c) electron density ni are plotted on a 48 × 24 lattice. (d) The
LDOS spectra at five typical positions along the x-axis from the vortex center towards
positive x direction. The curves are displaced vertically with offsets for clarity. The
doping level is n = 1.8.
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Figure 4.2: Spatial variation of (a) magnetic order parameter Mi, (b) SC order
parameter ∆i and (c) electron density ni are plotted on a 48 × 24 lattice. (d)
The LDOS spectra at four typical positions along the x-axis from the vortex center
towards positive x direction. The curves are displaced vertically with offsets for
clarity. The doping level is n = 1.92.

will not split but only decreases its height until fully disappears. These features agree

with the STM experimental results [92].

Fig. 4.2(a)-(c) show the spatial variation of the staggered magnetization Mi, s±-

wave superconductivity (∆i) and the charge density (ni) respectively at n = 1.92.

The results in this doping region shows a remarkable phenomenon. Additional to

the emergence of the CAF-SDW in the entire lattice, an extra pattern with period
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24a0 modulates the existence SDW and forms a stripe-like structure. Besides the

SDW, the ∆i and ni also show a stripe pattern with period 24a0. The origin of such

superlattice modulation is understandable in terms of the nesting vector Q ∼ 2π
24a0

connecting the hole and electron pockets around Γ and M points along the x-axis in

the magnetic Brillouin zone. In addition, due to the appearance of the superlattice

modulation, the vortex core size has been enlarged and has also been stretched along

the y-axis as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). The increased size of the vortex core will induce

a larger area of AFM, thus leads to the suppressing of the superconductivity near

the core. The stripe feature can also be identified in the LDOS as a peak closed to

the coherence peak, the dotted arrow shown in Fig. 4.2(d). Besides of the stripe

feature peak, a weak single in-gap peak appears at the negative side to the Fermi

energy. Unlike the optimal-doped case, these is no strong in-gap peak formed close

to the Fermi energy here, which means the existence of AFM order suppresses the

formation of that peak.

4.4 Vortex core state with strong impurity effect

4.4.1 Impurity with positive scattering potential

In addition to the magnetic field-induced vortex core state that I studied in the

previous section, impurity effects pinning inside and away from the vortex core center

have been taken into consideration. In the following calculations, two impurities with

positive scattering potential are located at the vortex core center in the left-hand
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Figure 4.3: Spatial variation of (a) magnetic order parameter Mi, (b) SC order
parameter ∆i and (c) electron density ni with doping level n = 1.8, (d) magnetic
order parameter Mi, (e) SC order parameter ∆i, and (f) electron density ni with
doping level n = 1.92 are plotted on a 48×24 lattice. Two impurities with scattering
potential V = +20 are placed at the center of vortex core (12, 12) and far away from
the vortex core (24, 12).
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Figure 4.4: The LDOS spectra at four typical positions near the impurity (a) away
from the vortex center (24, 12) and (b) at the center of the vortex core (24, 12). The
scattering potential of the impurity is V = +20, and the doping level is n = 1.8.

side (12, 12) and in between two vortex cores (24, 12). These two impurities would

help us to learn the impurity effects both under and not under the impact of vortex

core state. In Fig. 4.3 the AFM, SC and electron density order with two impurities

of intensity V = +20 are presented. For the strong repulsive impurity, electrons at

the impurity site are repelled and the electron density is suppressed. As shown in

Fig. 4.3(a) and (d), the CAF-SDW is slightly induced around the vortex core. On

top of the field-induced CAF-SDW around the vortex, the strong impurity induces

the local SDW nearby the impurity. Due to the impurity effect, the total induced

SDW is stronger in the pinned vortex. When the superlattice modulation is induced,

the impurity is no more as a pinning center, instead, the vortex core is pinned at the

ridge of the stripelike-SDW, where the field-induced SDW is stronger than the one

induced by an strong impurity.

The LDOS spectra near the impurities are shown in Fig. 4.4 (n = 1.8, the

optimal-doped case) and 4.5(n = 1.92, the under-doped case). Fig. 4.4(a) shows
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Figure 4.5: The LDOS spectra at four typical positions near the impurity (a) away
from the vortex center (24, 12) and (b) at the center of the vortex core (24, 12). The
scattering potential of the impurity is V = +20, and the doping level is n = 1.92.

the LDOS near the impurity away from the vortex core. Due to the strong impurity

intensity, the LDOS on the impurity site is very close to zero. At the NN site, one

in-gap peak located at the negative side of the Fermi energy appears. At the NNN

site, the peak at negative side gets much higher and at the mean time another peak

at positive side of the Fermi energy emerges. This result is consistent with another

theoretical calculation [100]. Fig. 4.4(b) shows the LDOS results near the impurity

inside the vortex core. As shown in the figure, the spectra on NNN site does not

change much compared to the one away from vortex core. However on the NN site,

besides the negative side peak we see in Fig. 4.4(a), another peak at the positive

side of the Fermi energy emerges. This peak is not located at the same energy level

as the NNN site, but very close to the position where we mentioned in Fig. 4.1(d),

which means the peak is from the vortex core state, not the impurity effect.

Fig. 4.5 shows the LDOS near the impurity at under-doped case (n = 1.92). In

Fig. 4.5(a), where the impurity is placed away from the vortex core, the LDOS on
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the impurity site is very close to zero similar to the optimal doped case. There are

two in-gap peak formed, one at the negative side and the other at the positive side

of the Fermi energy. Again the results are very similar to those calculated in [100].

As in Fig. 4.5(b), the LDOS near the impurity inside the vortex core is calculated.

Although the two in-gap peaks still remain at opposite side of the Fermi energy,

there is another single peak formed very close to the Fermi energy. By considering

the difference between Fig. 4.5(a) and (b), it is reasonable to correlate this new peak

with the vortex core state. In fact according to the results in the previous section,

vortex core state will form a robust peak very close to the Fermi energy near the

vortex core center, as shown in Fig. 4.1(d). But the existence of strong AFM order

will suppress the peak near Fermi energy, as shown in Fig. 4.2(d). According to Fig.

4.3(d), the strong impurity effect will suppress the local AFM order, and the vortex

core state peak is no longer suppressed locally. Therefore this peak shows up again

here.

4.4.2 Impurity with negative scattering potential

In order to check the robustness of our main results above, a negative scattering

potential is used to do a similar calculation. In Fig. 4.6 the AFM, SC and electron

density order with two impurities of intensity V = −20 are presented. For the strong

attractive impurity, electrons at the impurity site are attracted and the electron

density is enhanced. Therefore the electron density at impurity site is maximized to

n = 4. Except for the differences in electron density map, the other two orders, AFM

and SC orders, are very similar to the results shown in Fig. 4.3 where the positive
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Figure 4.6: Spatial variation of (a) magnetic order parameter Mi, (b) SC order
parameter ∆i and (c) electron density ni with doping level n = 1.8, (d) magnetic
order parameter Mi, (e) SC order parameter ∆i and (f) electron density ni with
doping level n = 1.92 are plotted on a 48×24 lattice. Two impurities with scattering
potential V = −20 are placed at the center of vortex core (12, 12) and far away from
the vortex core (24, 12).
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Figure 4.7: The LDOS spectra at four typical positions near the impurity (a) away
from the vortex center (24, 12) and (b) at the center of the vortex core (24, 12). The
scattering potential of the impurity is V = −20, and the doping level is n = 1.8.

scattering potential impurities are placed.

Fig. 4.7 shows the LDOS spectra results in optimal-doped case n = 1.8. Fig

4.7(a) shows the results away from the vortex. Still the LDOS on the impurity site is

very small. At the NN site, there is only one in-gap peak located at the negative side

of the Fermi energy. At the NNN site, the peak at negative side gets much higher

and another peak at positive side of the Fermi energy emerges. In Fig. 4.7(b) the

impurity is located inside the vortex core. Similar to the scenario in the previous

section, the negative-side peak on the NN site is enlarged and another positive-side

peak appears at the same location as shown in Fig. 4.1(d). All these results are

consistent with those shown in Fig 4.4.

The results of under-doped case n = 1.92 are shown in Fig. 4.8. In Fig. 4.8(a)

where impurity is away from vortex core, two in-gap peaks are located on the pos-

itive and negative side of the Fermi energy in both NN and NNN sites. When the

impurity is placed inside the vortex core, as shown in Fig. 4.8(b), the single gap
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Figure 4.8: The LDOS spectra at four typical positions near the impurity (a) away
from the vortex center (24, 12) and (b) at the center of the vortex core (24, 12). The
scattering potential of the impurity is V = −20, and the doping level is n = 1.92.

close to the Fermi energy emerges again. Fig. 4.6(d) shows that the AFM order is

suppressed near the impurity site inside the vortex core. Such results reinforce the

competition relationship between AFM order and the single in-gap peak near Fermi

energy induced by the vortex core state.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chaptor I have studied the single strong impurity effect in the vortex core

state as a pinning center in hole-doped Fe-pnictide superconductivity. For the system

without impurities, in the optimal doped case the resonance peak located slightly

negative to the Fermi energy gradually splits into two when moving from the vortex

core center to the outside, while another peak at the positive side does not split but

only decreases its height. In the under-doped case additional to the emergence of

the CAF-SDW in the entire lattice, an extra pattern with period 24a0 modulates
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the existence SDW and forms a stripe-like structure. Due to the appearance of the

superlattice modulation, the vortex core size has been enlarged and has also been

stretched along the y-axis. LDOS calculation shows that the existence of AFM order

will suppress the formation of the in-gap resonance peak slightly negative to the

Fermi energy.

The system with strong impurities inside and far away the vortex core was also

investigated. In the optimal-doped case, comparison between impurities placed inside

and away from the vortex core does not give much difference on the NN site LDOS.

As to the NNN site, the LDOS within the vortex core shows an extra peak on the

positive side of Fermi energy compared to the other. This peak can be recognized as

the vortex core state property. In the under-doped case, the superlattice modulation

appears again. Since the AFM order is suppressed near the impurities by strong

impurity effect, the in-gap resonance peak slightly negative to the Fermi energy

induced by vortex core state is no longer suppressed by AFM and shows up in the

LDOS spectra on both NN and NNN sites. Consequently, the impurity resonance

peak may be used to identify the nature of vortex core state of hole-doped Fe-pnictide

superconductors.
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Chapter 5

Disorder effect with single or

multiple Zn impurities in doped

122 Fe-pnictides

5.1 Introduction

The role of the doped atoms in the Fe-based superconductors (FeSC) is still con-

troversial [101–105]. It is hotly debated whether the doping effect is dominated by

providing extra charge carriers in the system, or inducing scattering potential near

the doped atoms, or a combination of the both [106]. The experience on study-

ing the cuprate superconductor suggested that disorder effects in superconductors

is promising in addressing the pairing symmetry. Therefore the study of impurity

scattering effect on FeSC has gathered much attention since their discoveries. The
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Zn-doped FeAs-122 family is among these works. Some recent experiments [107, 108]

on high quality single crystalline Ba(Fe1-(x+y)ZnxCoy)2As2 compounds suggested that

the SC order is almost fully suppressed above a concentration of roughly 8% Zn dop-

ing, no matter whether the sample is in under-, optimal- or over-doped regimes.

Further measurements [109] on the hole-doped Ba0.5K0.5(Fe1-xZnx)2As2 compound

also showed that the superconductivity is suppressed by Zn impurities. The disorder

effect of a single Zn impurity in doped Fe-pnictides was carefully studied in differ-

ent doping regimes [100]. In that work the magnetic, SC order parameter, electron

density, and LDOS were calculated near the impurity site, a suppression of SC order

near impurity was obtained according to the calculated results. A recent theoreti-

cal work [110] has investigated the effect of Zn impurity induced disorder in FeSC

with both s±- and s++-wave pairing symmetries based on a two-orbital model [47].

In this work, both on-site (favoring s++-wave symmetry) and NNN inter-site (fa-

voring s±-wave symmetry) pairing interaction are taken into consideration, and the

reap-space BdG calculations showed that the NNN order would be suppressed by Zn

impurities while the on-site order remains barely unchanged. This proposal may pro-

vide a flexibility to explain various experimental data, although further experimental

evidence for s++-wave symmetry is needed. Another theoretical work [57] based on

a minimal two-orbital model [50] which includes only NNN pairing interactions made

its own success in explaining some of the Zn doping experimental results. Unlike an

earlier theoretical prediction that the SC order is fully suppressed at only 1% of Zn

impurity concentration in FeSC, this work [57] showed that the SC order will not be

destroyed until the impurity concentration reaches roughly 10% in the optimal-doped
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regime, which is very close to the experimental measurements [107, 108]. However

a calculation in the under-doped regime where SDW and SC orders coexist has not

been made.

In the previous works [57, 100], Zn atoms were treated as a nonmagnetic impurity

with negative scattering potential in the strong unitary scattering limit. This is

based on the first-principle calculations which showed that the Zn-3d impurity level

is considerably far below the Fe-3d level [106, 111, 112]. However Zn-3d orbital has

already been fully occupied by its own electrons, so there is no more orbitals to store

extra electrons from other Fe sites. The Zn-4s orbital electrons are more chemically

active than 3d when forming chemical bonds, which means that it is reasonable to

focus on the Zn-4s, rather than 3d orbital, when considering the disorder effect of

Zn impurities. The electronegativity of Fe (1.83) is larger than that of Zn (1.65),

which means the Fe atoms are more powerful in attracting electrons than Zn when

they are forming chemical compounds. Hence I treat the Zn impurity as a repulsive

center to electrons in the system, which will make the scattering potential on the

Zn impurity site to be positive. One significant difference between 4s and 3d orbital

electrons is that the s-wave orbital is isotropic in real space, therefore the hopping

integral differences caused by the different spacial orientation of Fe d-orbitals will

vanish around the Zn impurity sites.

In this chapter, I will study the disorder effect of the single and multiple Zn

impurities on the superconducting and LDOS properties of FeAs-122 family super-

conductors. In particular, I aim to address the question of how the SC order can be

completely suppressed at 8% of Zn doping in 122-type compounds at both optimal-
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and under-doped regimes. In order to address this issue, I start from a minimal

two-orbital model for FeAs-122 family compounds [50], and use the mean-field BdG

equations to calculate the local magnetization, the SC order parameter, the electron

density, and LDOS spectra. I first calculate the single impurity effect in different

doping regimes. Both magnetization and SC orders are locally suppressed near Zn

impurity, as expected in experiments [107, 108] and other theoretical works [57, 100].

Our LDOS calculation results show that in-gap resonance peaks are formed in almost

every doping regime. The C4 symmetry around the impurity site in the system is

broken due to the single orbital in Zn impurities. Then I study the disorder effect

of multiple impurities in both under-doped and optimal-doped regimes. Our calcu-

lation results indicate that the SC order can be fully suppressed when the impurity

concentration reaches as high as about 8%, which agrees very well with the experi-

ments on the Ba(Fe1-(x+y)ZnxCoy)2As2 compounds [108]. These studies reveal that

our analysis on the Zn impurity takes a solid step towards fully understanding the

disorder effect in doped 122 Fe-pnictides. The obtained LDOS spectra on single Zn

impurity in different dopings could be tested by future STM experiments.

5.2 Model and formalism

In the present chapter, Y. Tai’s model, mentioned in Sec. 1.3, is used to perform

calculations of the magnetic, SC order parameters, and LDOS spectra. The model

has been successfully used to theoretically describe the magnetic, SC, and band

structure properties of FeAs-122 family superconductors [56, 57, 100]. Consider the
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Hamiltonian H = H0+HSC+Hint+Himp that describes the energy of charge carriers.

H0 is the hopping terms and chemical potential, HSC is the pairing interaction energy

of the electrons, and Hint is the mean-field magnetic interaction energy. The specific

forms of these three terms can be found in Eq. 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4. Himp is the impurity

term

Himp =
∑
Ijνσ

{−t′Iµjνc
†
Iµσcjνσ + VIc

†
IµσcIµσ}, (5.1)

where I represents the impurity site. Here the impurity means that an Fe atom at

lattice site I is substituted by Zn atom. The t′ term is the hopping term between

one Zn impurity and one Fe atom. Based on the spherical spatial orientation of

the Zn 4s orbital, the hoppings should be isotropic along different directions. The

specific hopping terms Zn-4s to Fe-3dxz and Zn-4s to Fe-3dyz are shown in Fig. 5.1.

The first-nearest-neighbor (1NN) hopping, second-nearest-neighbor (2NN) hopping,

and third-nearest-neighbor (3NN) hopping are included in the model. The impurity

potential VI means that the Fe atom is replaced and has a different on-site energy

that acts as a scattering center. The summation is over all the impurity sites in the

system, there is no summation over orbital µ because the Zn 4s contains only one

orbital.

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the total Hamiltonian H can be obtained

by self-consistently solving the BdG equations shown in Eq. 1.19. Throughout this

work, the hopping terms are set as t(1−6) = (−1, 0.08, 1.35,−0.12, 0.09, 0.25), and

the pairing interaction strength, onsite Coulomb interaction, and Hunds coupling

parameters are V = 1.05, U = 3.2, and JH = 0.6, as shown in [55] that led to

a phase diagram qualitatively consistent with experiments. The chemical potential
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Figure 5.1: The illustration diagram of the Zn-Fe hopping terms between Zn-4s or-
bital and (a) Fe-3dxz orbital and (b) Fe-3dyz orbital. The blue solid ball represents the
Zn-4s orbital and the black open balls represent the Fe-3d orbitals. The black, blue,
and green solid lines are the first-nearest-neighbor (1NN), second-nearest-neighbor
(2NN), and third-nearest-neighbor (3NN) hopping terms respectively.
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t0 is determined by the electron filling per orbital. I consider only NNN pairing

interaction between same orbitals on Fe sites. Such a choice would give rise to SC

order parameters with a sign change between the electron- and hole-like FS pockets

with s±-wave pairing symmetry [95, 95, 113–115]. The impurity hopping terms are

t
1NN−3NN = (−1, 1.35, 0.25), and the scattering potential on the impurity site is set

to be VI = 20. In the following calculations, the collinear SDW order parameter is

defined asmi = (−1)ix 1
4

∑
µ(⟨niµ↑⟩−⟨niµ↓⟩), and the s±-wave pairing order parameter

is defined as ∆i =
1
8

∑
jµ ∆iµjµ. The LDOS proportional to the differential tunneling

conductance as measured by STM experiment can be calculated according to Eq.

1.27, where the delta function δ(x) is taken as Γ/π(x2 + Γ2), with Γ = 0.004. All

the numerical calculations are performed on 32×32 lattice with periodical boundary

conditions. A 32× 32 supercell is used to calculate the LDOS.

The system can be numerically solved according to the steps listed in Sec. 1.6.

The only difference in this chapter is that the Zn atoms which replace Fe atoms have

only one orbital each, so the total orbital number of the entire lattice is (Nx ×Ny ×

2 − Nimp) where Nimp is the number of Zn impurities. Then the matrix size in the

BdG equations in Eq. 5.5 is [(Nx ×Ny × 2−Nimp)× 2]2.

5.3 Single impurity effect

Before I study the complex multiple impurity system, the effect of a single Zn im-

purity in different doping regimes is discussed in this section. Both the spatial

modulation of order parameters and the LDOS spectra near the impurity site are
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investigated. In the absence of an impurity, our two orbital model naturally captures

the relation between magnetic and SC orders and successfully obtained the whole

phase diagram in both electron- and hole-doped regions. Hence I shall restrict the

calculations within this set of interaction parameters except the modification near

impurity site.

5.3.1 Spatial modulation of order parameters

I begin by discussing the spatial modulation of the charge, SC and magnetic order

parameters under the effect of a single Zn impurity. In all of my calculations, the

single impurity is placed at the center of lattice site I = (16, 16). For the impurity

site, the order parameters are not averaged over different orbitals since only one

orbital Zn-4s is considered. The SC order parameter in this work considers only s-

wave component, because the d-wave component is only 8% in magnitude compared

to the dominant s-wave [50], and it does not change our discussion and conclusions

of the spatial modulations of order parameters.

The three-dimensional (3D) images of spatial profiles of charge and SC orders at

electron filling n = 2.08 are shown in Fig. 5.2. Due to the strong repulsive potential

at the Zn impurity site, the site is fully non-occupied with local electron density to

be zero. As shown in Fig. 5.2(a), the sharp drop of electron density in the center of

the lattice is induced by this repulsive scattering potential. At a distance of about

three lattice constants from the impurity site, the charge order will recover to its

bulk value n = 2.08. The SC order parameter as shown in Fig. 5.2(b) is very close
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Figure 5.2: The typical three-dimensional spacial modulation of (a) the charge den-
sity order and (b) SC order parameters with a single impurity at electron-doping
level n = 2.08.

to zero at the impurity site. The SC order of the neighboring sites is also partially

suppressed, until it returns to its bulk value at a distance of 4 ∼ 5 lattice constants.

Fig. 5.3 shows the two-dimensional (2D) images of spatial profiles of charge

and SC order parameters at different electron-doping levels. Form the left panel

of Fig. 5.3, the charge density of four NNN sites around the Zn impurity will be

enhanced due to the repulsive potential of the disorder effect. For the under-doped

cases Fig. 5.3 (a) and (c), the charge density of NN sites along x-direction is slightly

different from those along y-direction, this can be explained from the inhomogeneity

induced by the collinear SDW order coexisting with the SC phase. When it goes to

the optimal- and over-doped cases as shown in Fig. 5.3(e) and (g), this difference

betwen x- and y-directions NN sites disappears along with the SDW order. The

right panel of Fig. 5.3 shows the SC order parameters. The SC orders do not show

any spatial inhomogeneity along x- and y-direction, they just gradually return to the

bulk values after 4 ∼ 5 lattice constants. Fig. 5.4 shows the 3D spatial profiles of
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Figure 5.3: The two-dimensional images of charge density order and SC order param-
eters with a single impurity in the electron-doped region at different doping levels
(a)(b) n = 2.04, (c)(d) n = 2.08, (e)(f) n = 2.13 and (g)(h) n = 2.3. The left panel
shows the charge density, and the right panel shows the SC order parameter.
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Figure 5.4: The spacial profiles of the magnetic order parametermi around the single
impurity site in the electron-doped region at different doping levels (a) n = 2.04 and
(b) n = 2.08.

the magnetic order for two different electron-doping levels inside the under-doped

regime. The magnetism at the impurity site is very close to zero in both cases. The

magnetic order returns to its bulk value at a distance of about 4 ∼ 5 lattice constants

in x-direction and 2 lattice constants in y-direction, which is also can be explained

by the spacial inhomogeneity induced by the collinear SDW order. In the optimal-

and over-electron-doped regimes, there exists practically no magnetism in the bulk

as well as near the impurity site.

After the electron-doped cases, I will investigate the spatial modulation of the

order parameters in the hole-doped region. Fig. 5.5 shows the 2D images of charge

density and SC order parameters at different hole-doping levels. In the under-doped

case n = 1.9 as shown in Fig. 5.5(a), the charge density of four NNN sites around

the impurity site is enhanced. And similarly to the electron-doped cases, the charge

density of NN sites along x-direction is different from those along y-direction. The

right panel of Fig. 5.5 shows the SC order parameters in the hole-doped regimes.
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Figure 5.5: The two-dimensional images of charge density order and SC order pa-
rameters with a single impurity in the hole-doped region at different doping levels
(a)(b) n = 1.9, (c)(d) n = 1.8 and (e)(f) n = 1.7. The left panel shows the charge
density, and the right panel shows the SC order parameter.
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Figure 5.6: The spacial profiles of the magnetic order parametermi around the single
impurity site in the hole-doped region at different doping levels (a) n = 1.9 and (b)
n = 1.8.

Again there is no spatial inhomogeneity along x- and y-directions according to the

SC orders, they will gradually return to the bulk values after 4 ∼ 5 lattice constants.

Fig. 5.6 shows the 3D spatial profiles of the magnetic order for different hole-doping

levels. The under-doped case in Fig. 5.6(a) where n = 1.9 is very similar to the

electron-doped one Fig. 5.4(a) and (b) except that the magnetic order on the NNN

sites of the impurity is enhanced under the impurity effect. However, unlike the

electron-optimal-doped case, in the hole under-doped case Fig. 5.6(b) where n = 1.8,

weak magnetic order around the impurity site is induced. This weak magnetic order

induced near the impurity site is not observed in the optimal-electron-doped cases.

This feature has also been reported in a previous study [100] of the single impurity

effect.
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5.3.2 The local density of states

In order to further investigate the disorder effect of a single Zn impurity, the LDOS

spectra near the impurity site is calculated. Due to the strong repulsive scattering

potential on the impurity site, the LDOS will vanish on that site. However the

impurity-induced in-gap bound states can be found on the neighboring sites. Two

previous works [57, 100] mentioned that when the impurity scattering potential V

is large enough (|V | > 15), the characteristics of the in-gap bound states and other

calculated results would be very insensitive to the precise value of |V |. Therefore our

calculations should be comparable to the STM experimental measurements.

Fig. 5.7 shows the calculated LDOS spectra results for under- and optimal-

electron-doped cases. As shown in Fig. 5.7(a) for the under-doped n = 2.04 case, two

in-gap resonance peaks emerge at both positive and negative sides of the Fermi energy

at NN and NNN sites of the impurity. The intensity of the left peak is much higher

than for the right one on every NN and NNN sites. With doping level increasing to

n = 2.08 in Fig. 5.7(b), these two in-gap peaks will move further away from each

other and get closer to the SC coherence peaks on each side. When going into the

optimal-doped region n = 2.13 as shown in Fig. 5.7(c), the intensity of the in-gap

peak on the negative side of Fermi energy significantly shrinks. In the over-doped

case n = 2.3 in Fig. 5.7(d), the intensities of the resonance peaks at both positive

and negative sides are getting similar. Based on the existence of collinear SDW in the

under-doped regimes, it is easy to understand the nonequivalent LDOS results on the

NN sites along x- and y-directions. However, the LDOS spectra results on the NNN

sites along (1, 1) direction are different with those on the NNN sites along (−1, 1)
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Figure 5.7: The local density of states spectra in the electron-doped region at different
doping levels (a) n = 2.04, (b) n = 2.08, (c) n = 2.13 and (d) n = 2.3. The green,
red, blue and dark green solid lines represent the results at the impurity site, at
the nearest-neighbor site of the impurity, at the next-nearest-neighbor site along
the (1, 1) direction of the impurity and at the next-nearest-neighbor site along the
(−1, 1) direction of the impurity respectively. The black dashed lines represent the
bulk values.
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Figure 5.8: All the next-nearest-neighbor hoppings of Fe-3dxz orbital at lattice sites
A and B. The blue solid ball represents the Zn-4s orbital and the black open balls
represent the Fe-3dxz orbitals. Blue solid lines are Zn-Fe hoppings while all the other
lines are Fe-Fe hoppings.
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direction not only in the under-doped region, but also in the optimal- and over-doped

regions where collinear SDW order no longer exists. In contrast, a previous study

on the single Zn impurity effect [100] showed that the system has C4 symmetry in

optimal- and over-doped regimes where SDW order vanishes, which means that the

LDOS spectra results on the NNN sites along (1, 1) direction are the same as those

along (−1, 1) direction. Such asymmetric phenomenon in our calculation can be

understood from the one-orbital property of the Zn impurity. All the NNN hoppings

related to the dxz orbital of two Fe sites at (1, 1) and (−1, 1) direction of a Zn impurity

site are shown in Fig. 5.8. According to the NNN hoppings as shown in the Fig. 5.8,

one hopping is replaced by the new Zn-Fe hopping terms. Apparently the replaced

NNN hoppings are different in these two Fe sites, which makes these two Fe sites

are longer equivalent to each other. This nonequivalent hopping term leads to the

asymmetric LDOS spectra on different NNN sites, and furthermore breaks the C4

symmetry even in the optimal- and over-doped regions where collinear SDW order

no longer exists. This property can be regarded as a signature of the Zn-4s orbital

model, and can be tested in the future experimental measurements.

Fig. 5.9 shows the LDOS results for two hole-doped cases. At the under-doped

case n = 1.9, two ingap resonance peaks emerge at both positive and negative sides

of the Fermi energy. These peaks are relatively small compared to the SC coherence

peaks. As in the optimal-hole-doped case n = 1.8, four ingap peaks appear on the

NNN sites along (−1, 1) direction with two on each side of the Fermi energy, the

intensities of the peaks on both sides are very close. However on the NNN sites

along (1, 1) direction, the resonance peaks on the positive side shrink to a small
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Figure 5.9: The local density of states spectra in the hole-doped region at different
doping levels (a) n = 1.9 and (b) n = 1.8. The green, red, blue, and dark green solid
lines represent the results at the impurity site, at the nearest-neighbor site of the
impurity, at the next-nearest-neighbor site along the (1, 1) direction of the impurity
and at the next-nearest-neighbor site along the (−1, 1) direction of the impurity
respectively. The black dashed lines represent the bulk values.
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one, which enlarges the difference between the peaks on both sides significantly. The

asymmetric LDOS results in the optimal-doped region where no collinear SDW order

exists can also be understood by the nonequivalent hopping terms in our model.

5.4 Multiple impurity effect

In this section, I will investigate the disorder effect on SC order parameters by mul-

tiple Zn impurities. In order to do that, the SC order averaged over the entire

lattice ∆ = 1
N

∑
i∆i is calculated, here N is the total number of lattice sites. The

final SC orders shown in this section are averaged over 20 different configurations of

randomly-distributed Zn impurities. Since the error bar of each point is smaller than

the point itself, they are not shown on the graph. As most of the multiple Zn impu-

rities measurements are on the electron-doped Ba(Fe1-(x+y)ZnxCoy)2As2 compounds,

I will focus on the electron-doped region in the following calculations.

As shown in Fig. 5.10, the suppression of SC order with increasing Zn impurity

concentration in both under- and optimal-electron-doped regimes is calculated. I

find that the averaged SC order decreases while the concentration of Zn impurities

increases, and finally vanishes to zero at a critical concentration of about nimp = 8%

in both under- and optimal-doped case. Our results here are in very good agreement

with the experimental measurements in Ba(Fe1-(x+y)ZnxCoy)2As2 compounds [108].

In order to provide an intuitive picture of the disorder effect on the SC order

parameter with increasing Zn impurity concentration, the spatial profiles of SC order

parameter in optimal-doped region on two realizations of Zn impurity configurations
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Figure 5.10: The averaged superconducting order parameter over the entire lattice
in the electron-doped region at doping levels (a) n = 2.08 and (b) n = 2.13. The
SC orders are averaged over 20 different configurations of randomly distributed Zn
impurities. The solid line is fitted to guide the eye.
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Figure 5.11: The two-dimensional spacial profiles of SC order parameters for a typical
impurity configuration with the Zn impurity concentration (a) nimp = 0.97% and (b)
nimp = 3.9%.

are investigated. As shown in Fig. 5.11, the SC order parameters with impurity

concentrations nimp = 0.97% and nimp = 3.9% are calculated. In Fig. 5.11(a),

it is clear to see that the SC order is suppressed near the impurity site while the

bulk value remains unchange compared to the impurity-free system. This means

that the impurities behave individually when the impurity concentration is small

enough. However when the impurity concentration is relatively large as shown in

Fig. 5.11(b), the interference of the local order parameter at each impurity site is

observed. These correlated sites form islands and break the system into several SC

and non-SC clusters. Similar SC order parameter structure was also observed in a

previous theoretical work [57].
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5.5 Conclusions

In summary, by solving the lattice BdG equations self-consistently, I have studied

disorder effect with single and multiple Zn impurities based on a two-orbital model

with s±-wave pairing symmetry. The Zn impurity sites are considered as repulsive

centers to electrons with positive scattering potential. The single Zn-4s orbital,

instead of Zn-3d, is included in the model. The magnetic, SC, charge density order,

and LDOS with single Zn impurity are investigated. Our calculations show that all

the order parameters are suppressed near the impurity. In-gap resonance peaks on

both negative and positive sides of the Fermi energy are observed in LDOS spectra. I

have also investigated the disorder effect with multiple Zn impurities. The results of

both under- and optimal-doped cases show that the SC order will be fully suppressed

when the Zn concentration reaches as high as 8%. This result agrees very well

with the recent experimental measurements on Ba(Fe1-(x+y)ZnxCoy)2As2 compounds

[108]. The local SC order calculation shows that although the impurities behave

individually when the impurity concentration is small, the interference of the local

order parameter at each impurity site is observed in a relatively large concentration

percentage. The LDOS results near a single Zn impurity on the NNN sites along

(1, 1) direction are different with those on the NNN sites along (−1, 1) direction in the

optimal- and over-doped regions where collinear SDW order no longer exists. Such

asymmetric phenomenon is induced by the spatially nonequivalent Zn-Fe hopping

terms and reveals a broken of C4 symmetry. This property can be regarded as a

signature of the Zn-4s orbital model, and can be tested in the future experimental

measurements.
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Chapter 6

Summary

The Fe-based HTS system is highly complicated, and no theory has given a satis-

fying explanation to it so far. My work was intended to narrow the gap between

experimental frontier and the following theoretical study. Driven by several inter-

esting experiments, the Fe-based HTS systems under different types of effects are

investigated.

First, the system was under the effect of different types of twin boundaries. For

the four kinds of twin boundaries studied in chapter 2, the domain wall structures

in cases A, B, and D were found to be pinned at the twin boundaries, while in case

C the domain walls are separated from the twin boundaries. In cases of A, B, and

C, the SC is enhanced in the regions near the domain walls where the magnetic

order is suppressed. The reason for this is that the electron densities are enhanced

to the optimal-doped level around the domain walls. However in case D, on the

domain walls where the magnetic order is suppressed, the carrier density is close
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to the over(hole)-doping level, and this is also unfavorable to SC. As a result, SC

coexists with the magnetism in the middle of magnetic domains. Cases of C and

D have not been detected directly in an experiment, the calculated results can be

treated as predictions which could be tested by measuring the superfluid density on

the twin boundaries using SQIDM [16].

Second, the system was under the effect of highly electron-doped charge carriers.

By including both of the NN and the NNN intraorbital pairing interactions, in chapter

3 I showed that the pairing symmetry of the SC changes from s±-wave to d-wave like

in highly electron-doped AxFe2Se2. The transition occurs when the hole pockets near

the Γ point in the FS are just completely filled up by doped electrons. The absence

of SC phase with d-wave symmetry in highly electron-doped Ba(Fe1−xCoxAs)2 can

be attributed to the presence of the weak scattering effect due to the randomly

distributed Co impurities in this compound. In order to test the existence of the

d-wave SC in highly electron-doped AxFe2Se2, I suggested to look for the signature

of the in-gap states by STM experiments.

Third, the system was under the effect of magnetic field and single Zn impurity.

As shown in chapter 4, I studied the system with strong impurities inside and far

away the vortex core. In the optimal-doped case, comparison between impurities

placed inside and away from the vortex core does not give much difference on the

NN site LDOS. As to the NNN site, the LDOS within the vortex core showed an

extra peak on the positive side of Fermi energy compared to the other. This peak

can be recognized as the vortex core state property. In the under-doped case, the

superlattice modulation appears. Since the magnetic order is suppressed near the
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impurities by strong impurity effect, the in-gap resonance peak slightly negative to

the Fermi energy induced by vortex core state is no longer suppressed by antifer-

romagnetic order and shows up in the LDOS spectra on both NN and NNN sites.

Consequently, the impurity resonance peak may be used to identify the nature of

vortex core state of hole-doped Fe-pnictide superconductors.

Lastly, the system was under the effect of single or multiple Zn impurities in

chapter 5. The Zn impurity sites were considered as repulsive centers to electrons

with positive scattering potential. The single Zn-4s orbital, instead of Zn-3d, was

included in the model. The magnetic, SC, charge density order, and LDOS with

single Zn impurity were investigated. My calculations showed that all the order pa-

rameters are suppressed near the impurity. In-gap resonance peaks on both negative

and positive sides of the Fermi energy were observed in LDOS spectra. I also investi-

gated the disorder effect with multiple Zn impurities. The results of both under- and

optimal-doped cases showed that the SC order will be fully suppressed when the Zn

concentration reaches as high as 8%. This result agrees very well with the recent ex-

perimental measurements on Ba(Fe1-(x+y)ZnxCoy)2As2 compounds [108]. The local

SC order calculation showed that although the impurities behave individually when

the impurity concentration is small, the interference of the local order parameter at

each impurity site is observed in a relatively large concentration percentage. The

LDOS results near a single Zn impurity on the NNN sites along (1, 1) direction are

different with those on the NNN sites along (−1, 1) direction in the optimal- and

over-doped regions where collinear SDW order no longer exists. Such asymmetric
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phenomenon is induced by the spatially nonequivalent Zn-Fe hopping terms and re-

veals a broken of C4 symmetry. This property can be regarded as a signature of the

Zn-4s orbital model, and can be tested in the future experimental measurements.

To summarize, my work showed that based on the two-orbital model which was

proposed by D. Zhang [53] and improved by Y. Tai [55], a lot of Fe-based HTS

phenomena observed in experiments could be theoretically explained. This indicated

that this model along with the containing pairing symmetry as least captures part

of the intrinsic physics within the Fe-based HTS systems. It is a solid step towards

the fully understanding of such system. Hopefully my research can be helpful in the

future study of Fe-based HTS system.
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